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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Encampments

From: Kayla Crabtree
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2OZI9:41 AM
To: qlslk€lgrntllCngA
Cc: infg@hEsn.ca
Subject: Encampments

Hi,

['ve worked on the front lines for 8+ years, turning people away from shelter isn't the newest issue. There has been
many nights where the city is full and l've had to turn someone away to the streets - this has just become the norrn.

With Covid 19 this crisis became exasperated. The city opened First Ontario to compensate for the closing of capacity in
the men's sector. First Ontario went on to contirrually Service restriCt many people for reasons that were a detriment to
service users. Adults were being turned away for 72 hours plus for not being asleep by 10pm at nigh! two nights in a
row. This was a strong contributor to folks being forced to sleep outside with no where to go, there simply was no space.
As a front line worker is was insulting to listen time and time again to council continually stating to the media there was
space, when they weren't working this crisis nor have any of you ever showed up to understand the work that's being
done. Working in the men's sector you see complex mental health and substance use disorder. These clients have
complex needs, and require a low barrier supportive housing model, these do not exist at a capacity they are required.
Our housirtg market is incredibly unattainable to those on odsp and ow. Most options require being okay with a landlord
that's abusive, infestations of mice/ rats, cockroach's and bedbugs. Just because you live on a low income, does not
mean you should be subjected to health hazards and abusive environments. Without regulation from all levels of
government, such as rent control, oversight to room houses etc - our housing crisis in Hamilton will continue to get
worse. Shelters have become a catch all, and staff are not able to support the level of need all the time. This results in
folks being left behind on the street.

l'm not offended by the encampments in my area, I have not been bothered by them as I take my children to the park.
Encampment residents are my neighbours too, and when treated with respect, just the way I do with my housed
neighbours - there aren't any issues. As far as those eomplaining about drug use - why do we cast judgement on those
doing drugs in tents but not those doing drugs at home. As someone who is sober l'm exposed to substance use by my
housed neighbours just in the same way I am with my tent neighbours. Villainizing low income folks for the same thing
all neighbours are able to do is unacceptable.

I believe creating a safe space to camp may be the optimal solution this way council can hide the homelessness and
continue to pretend it's not an extreme problem in Flamilton, and those who are actually experiencing these hard times
caR continue to be in a safe space with their community, follow up with their housing worker, and health care team.

Kayla Crabtree
Hamilton Resident
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Delegation Submission for October 27th CouncilAgenda

From: Anne Dwyer

Serrt: Friday, October 22,20219:22 AM
To: qler&SIAA l$.&;:*t+#htgt:'gg; Wilson, Maureen <MaUiet$tqi$an-ffi-ryArcil!E*.rq.>

Subject: Delegation Submission for October 27th Council Agenda

My name is Anne Dwyer and I am a concerned citizen and resident of the city of Hamilton.

I am emailing in support of our houseless neighbours living in encamprnents throughout the city, as there continue to be

no options available to them for affordable housing.

Safe and affordable housing should be available to all those that live in the city of Hamilton. Sadly, this is not the case

and many of our houseless neighbours have no recourse but to live in encampments, and the criminalieation of such

encampments is inhumane. These are real people, our neighbours, and they cannot be cleared out, for the sake of the
privileged few who are more concerned about aesthetics than prioritizing housing for those experiencing homelessness.

The city Hamilton has a responsibility to ensure that our houseless neighbours, their health and safety are made a

priority, especially given the winter is fast approaching. As the weather gets colder, people are trying to prepare
themselves for the cold season, and it is impossible to do that if they continue to be displaced. This is a matter of life and
death and needs to be taken seriously and with their well being and humanity in mind.

The funds the City of Hamilton has used to remove my unhoused neighbours and their belongings through violent
policing and policy are better used to provide people permanent housing.

As a constituent, my family and I demand that you and City Council stop removing people from parks with community
funds. Hamilton Police and Municipal Law Enforcement continuously harass encampment residents and throw away
their belongings.

Our houseless neighbours deserve autonomy and to be a part of the decision making that impacts their health,
wellbeing, and lives.

The city of Hamilton/ city council need to do more and better, I am appealing to you to vote as though real people,
hurnan lives depend on it, because they do.

Sincerely - Concerned citizen,
Anne Dwyer
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Support for Encampment residents

From: Sarah Van Berkel
Sent: Friday, October 72,aOZL 9:15 AM
To: Merulla, Sarn i1.,4:, r: , * ham >; qir**tii:lj:risn.{*
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Network <info@hesn.ca>; Steve Lavell
Subject: Support for Encampment residents

Dear Councillor Merulla,

I am a member of your ward and disappointed in your support of council's decision to reverse pandemic protocol for
housing encampments. We are facing a housing and opioid crisis, it'$ illogical to me that we are wasting resources on
ciminalizing poverty and houselessness instead of putting our resources towards known root causes. Policing
encampments and destroying residents property puts already vulnerable people at risk and does nothing to address the
reason's they are living there in the first place. lnstead of more police and bylaw officers let's see more support for
community led initiatives, public health outreach and housing $upports. As a proud Hamiltoniarr, I frequent many parks
around the city and have never been bothered by any encampment residents" Housed people need to check their
privilege when calling the police on these residents who deserve as much support and respect as homeowners/renters.

Please include this sr^lbrnission in the Oct. 27th council agenda.

Thank-you,
Sarah Van Berkel
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Encampments

From: kaelyn koepke
Sent: Friday, October 22,202L 9:12 AM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca
Subject: Encampments

Dear city councillors,
I am a ward 3 resident, registered midwife, home owner and parent. My children attend Prince of Wales school. I am

proud to live in Hamilton. Growing up in Oakville I always felt out of sorts because it set a standard of wealth and status

that was hard to live by. There was a lack of diversity and a preoccupation with appearances.

I moved to Hamilton in 2005 in love with the visible socioeconomic diversity; that people aren't hidden beneath a facade

of perfection.
I want to teach rny children that all people deserve respect, that all people deserve compassion and dignity and that it is

our collective responsibility to create justice and meet the needs of the nnembers of our community. People who are

houseless deserve this just as much and in fact need compassion and advocacy even more than others may. I support

the encampments and implore my city officials to discuss ways to make them safer. Please stop these evictions. They are

not making the problem of houselessness go away, they are simply moving the problem to another space and time.

Please stop wasting tax dollars and resources on evictions and please stop supporting actions that treat members of our

community without the respect and dignity they need and deserve. I am ashamed of the evictions that have happened

and it makes me ashamed of Hamilton. We can do better. I am raising my children to do hetter.

Sincerely,
Kaelyn Koepke.
Ward 3 resident.
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Hamilton Encampment Support

From: Christine Rigby

Sent: Friday, October 22,2A2L B:50 AM

To : ql-e*il.{S Xr + i:riltgU:. qS

Cc: infr: i I . q,-ii

Subject: Hamilton Encampment Support

Members of City Council,

I am writing because I have read excerpts from the delegations at the City of Hamilton Planning

Committee that took place on October 19th and would like to share my opposing views. At this time, I would

also like to request that my statement be included in the agenda for the upcoming Oct 27th meeting.

Regarding Hamilton's encampment evictions, it seems clear that we need a better solution. lt should be

evident at this stage that tearing down encampments has not resulted in any immediate or long-term benefits

other than appeasing citizens who do not appreciate the presence of encampments in their neighborhoods

Those who support these evictions may not realize that encampment communities informally create

safe spaces for the most vulnerable members of our population, who for one reason or another, cannot find

or afford housing. These individuals are people and should have the same claims to basic human rights as their

housed neighbors. lf the city has been unable to provide adequate accommodations thus far, then I would

argue that the encampments are not the problem, but rather it is a failed municipal system that perpetuates

this crisis.
With winter fast approaching lam extremely concerned for our houseless population. I would like to

know how the city interrds to support these individuals and keep them safe without repeating a cycle that has

proven unsuccessful in the past. I would like to challenge the city to explore the benefits of alternative actions

such as advocating for basic income prograrns, increasing social services, as well as increasing affordable

housing programs.

Sincerely,

Christine Rigby

Freedom from discrimination is the right of all people.
\ffe should strive to see that everyone in our community i$ treeted with fairness and equality
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Contestation - City of Hamilton Planning Committee Meeting

From: Elia l'"Namelin

Sent: Friday, October 72,20218:47 AM

To:

Cc:HamiltonEncampmeiltSupportNetwork(;.l.....-.',..:>
Subject: Contestation - City of Hamilton Planning Committee Meeting

To whom it may concern,
My name is Elia Hamelin and I am writing to contest the delegations delivered at the October 19th City of Hamilton
Planning Committee Meeting and to express my support for my neighbours and fellow Hamiltonians that currently
reside in encampments in my area and around the city. I would like this submission included in the agenda for
the council meeting on October 27th. I was disgusted to read about the lack of empathy that constituents and business

owners in the city expressed while speaking about the encampment residents in the city. I am disgusted at how
Councillor Jason Farr continues to use his platform to perpetuate the idea that encampment residents are not deserving
of support and care while they live outside year-round, but especially with harsh winters approaching. The way city staff
approach unhoused people in the city keeps them stuck in a loop of precarity. The previous encampment protocol
(which was abruptly taken out of practice) allowed my neighbours to camp but kept them in a constant state of motion,
disallowing them from settling and maintaining a sense of stability, in spite of the circumstances of sleeping rough. Now,
this instability for unhoused people is even worse with the threat of eviction being constant. The city does not offer
appropriate supports that are tailored to the needs of encampment residents, yet expects the state of houselessness in
the city to change. Shelters are not an appropriate solution - they are only temporary and the decision by rnany
Hamiltonians to reside in encampments sends the clear message that sleeping in a tent in a park is better than spending
time in a shelter. There is a narrative that unhoused people in local parks and green spaces make those spaces unsafe
for housed residents but I would argue that housed constituents already have a place where they are able to feel safe
and the same cannot be said for those without a roof over their heads. lt is the responsibility of the city to provide public
restrooms and garbage disposal for all of its residents, regardless of if those residents are housed or not.
Encampment residents are deserving of free and permanent housing with privacy and until then they should be
supported by their municipal government and community to live as they see fit in encampments.
Sincerely,
Elia Hamelin in Corktown Neighbourhood
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Members of council,

I am a resident of downtown Hamilton, just offMain Street. I was disturbed by the delegations

received by the City on October 19n,20?J.I write this delegation to conkibute a different point

of view, both &om the perspective of a lower-middle class renter living in a neighborhood

alongside unhoused people and as a scholar in the field of housing.

First, my baclryard is open at the back, and is only separated from a parking lot on the long side

by a chain link fence. Both this detail about my residenoe and the general neighborhood I live in

mean that I have had many interactions with homeless members of the community * nearly all of
them have been positive and mutually respectful. I have occasionally invited homeless

neighbours to use the tap in my backyard during this summer's heat wave) andnever later found

anything to be missing, or any harm to have been done to myself or my belongings. Moreover, I
found that these occasional invitations were respected by my unhoused neighbors, and they did

not abuse the invitation or turn up without my permissioa. Thus, I must note the extreme

subjectivity of the delegations received by the City * one person may have positive interactions

while another may have negative interactions; most people have a combination of both, with
people from various social classes. Policy should be guided by evidence-based best practice, not

the interests of specific individuals"

To that end, I must state, both as a resident of the crty and a scholar, how deeply worried I am

about the fact that, with winter approaching, so many Hamiltonians remain on the street. The

City stated, in its 2020 update to the 2013 Housing and Homelessness plan, that it has the

"...goal of ending chronic homelessness by 2025" (O'Brien, 2018). The City should know that

this goal requires that housing solutions for people who have been homeless must be supportive,

family and pet friendly, and near other services. If the desire of council is to provide the City's
residents with "...housing and homelessness responses that are based on intentional planning and

good evidence and that have measurable positive impacts and outcomes" (City of Harnilton,
2}20),then the answer is already before you; aggrcssively lobby the province and the federal
govemment for funds to continue the Housiag First project on a permanent basis, and in the
meantime, cease encampment evictioas immediately so that servioe providers can more easily

find and assist those in need.

Please find below a short list of references, including the City's own housing and homelessness
plan, for your perusal. I am available and happy to speak with you should you have any
questions or would like a fuller list of references.

Sincerely,

Edith Wilson, MA

PhD Student, University of Guelph



References:

"C)ity of Hanrilton l{ousing and }{cimelessness Action Plan." 2020. Appenclix A to report CS110i7(d).

Hamilton. ON: City of Hamilton.
Crowe, Cathy. 200V. Dying./br a l{ome: I'{on'teless Activists Speak Out"l"aronto: Bet*'een the Lines.

Goering. Paula. Scott Veldhuizen. Aimee Watson, Caroi Adair, Brianna Kopp, Eric I.atimer, Geotf
Nelson, Eric MacNaughton. David Streirrer. and Tim Aubry. 2014. "National At Home/Chez Soi

Final Report." Calgary, AB: Mental Health Conrmission of Clanada.
-final-

:-:=i.l*:,1'

Greenr.vood, Ronni Michelle, Ana Stefancic, aurd Sam 'Isemberis. 2013. "Pathu'ays Housing First for

tr{omeless Persons with Psychiatric Disabilities: Program Innovation, Research, and Advocacy."

Journal of Social Issues 69 (4):64543. illi;.:1.,-'::l:i.:lril, --.' : ' : I 
'. '.

O'Brien" James. 2018. "Housing and Homelessness Action Plan Update." HSC180l7. Hamilton. ON:

City of-Hamilton.
Ontario Non-Profit Housing Association. 2013" "Housing First." 2. FocusON.
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Dear Hamilton CitY Council,

,.Ultimately, encamprnents are a reflection of Canadian governments' failure to successfully implement

the right to adequate housing"l

City council, the question that you should be asking is how w€ can adequately house the people in

encampments. Until our city provides an adeguate housing solution, our city has no right to dismantle

encamPment shelters.

,,lnternational human rights law does not permit governments to destroy peoples' homes, even if

those homes are made of improvised materials and established without legal authority' Governments

may not remove residents from encampments without meaningfully engaging with them and identifying

alternative places to live that are acceptable to them. Any such removal from their homes or from the

tand which they occupn without the provision of appropriate forms of legal protection, is defined as a

,forced eviqtion' and is considered a gross vlolation of human rights."1

Stop using Hamilton tax payer money to hire police and garbage trucks to destroy temporary shelters

that were donated by Hamiltonians to Hamiltonians.

$tart using Hamilton tax payer money to provide adequate housing solutions to transition people out

of encampments-

Ask yourselves city councilors, "Do you care if the Hamiltonians in these encampments die?"

lf you don't care, then you really do nOt belong in your seat on Council.

And if you do care, then show it by spending your effort creating an adequate housing solution for

these Hamiltonians.

Sincerely,

Dr. ioda Kuk

-ar-!
F{anniltonian for the past 21 years.

1 A National Protocol for Homeless Encamprnents in Canada, Leilani Farha, UN Special Rapporteur on the

right to adequate housing
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: HESN Planning Committee Response

From: Jie Chen

Sent: Friday, October 22,2A21L2:22 AM

To : q rS1lL&j:Cryr..$iUJ3.tA

Cc: i;:f*8i"tf.t4,{_q
Subject: HESN Planning Committee Response

Dear SirlMadam,
I read the update of the HESN Planning Comrnittee meeting and wish to express my support for encampment

residents.
To be honest, there are a lot of things that I might not like that much about encampments. However,

considering the limited options they can choose, banning encampments may really leave people to die.

I strongly suggest we put lives irr front of anything else.

Jie Chen
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Encampment Enforcement Delegation concerns.

From: DanielBoot
Sent: Friday, October 22,2A217:59 AM

To: *iegk@ hanriilnn.ca
Cc: i;ti*r{*h*i*,*:*
Subiect: Encampment Enforcement Delegation concerns'

Hello,

My name is Daniel Boot, I am a Hamilton resident living in the Stinson neighbourhood and have been a resident there

for the past 5 years. Recently I learned about discussions that took place on Oct. L9, 2021 regarding the

homelessness issues that Hamilton is facing right now.

ln the last five years I've seen this city change and while sometimes it was for the better I've also noticed more and more

encampments sprouting up around the city and in my neighbourhood.

When I see these areas my first thought was never concern for my own safety, nor was it of disgust that these

encampments were near where I live.

My thoughts always go out to those being forced into these conditions, I fear for their safety, their lives and their mental

weltbeing. And I wonder how in a rich country like Canada, we are failing so many people? How is our system so flawed

that people are living in tents while the rich have more than they need.

The people in these encampments are our neighbours, they are friends and family memhers and Hamiltonians. The lack

of compassion and understanding or willingness to help from those who made these statements on Oct. 19 do not

reflect the thoughts of everyone in Hamilton.
lf these people are forced from their encampments, where will they go? These are human lives, they are people. They

cannot and should not be treated like anything less'

Thank you,

Daniel.
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Subject: Encampment in Hamilton

From: M Wllding
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2A21, 7:46 AM

To: cterk@hamillqa.ca
Cc: ints@heSAga
Subject; Encampment in Hamilton

Dear City council,

I want to express my opposition to clearing encampments as recomrnended by councillor Farr.

I do recognize that your neighbours living in tents without access to bathrooms and social supports is concerning.

I live on Dundurn street and drive by Durand Park so that is the neighborhood I see the most.

My personal experience with people living in these camps came during the early pandemic. I volunteered at a hygiene

and rest centre when my workplace closed.

The Cathedral on James Street opened to have a place for people who needed bathrooms, and coffee and snacks plus

hygiene items like soap, feminine hygiene products, underwear and socks'

I got to chat with people there which I don't usually do. Some of them said they also needed things like tarps and ropes

which we didn't have.

I'm not a mental health professional so I don't know what the situations some of them had but I did see that some did

respond unpredictably sometimes. We did not however have problems with vandalism or theft and the bathrooms at
the cathedral were not damaged during the time the center was open.

As restrictions eased last summer we had to close this center because a daycare at the cathedral was allowed to reopen

and there were strict covid occl,rpancy and visitor limits.

However the point is that the unhoused people using the cathedral hygiene and rest center were aware that they
needed certain amenities such as a bathroom. I think if amenities were available to them near the camps they would
also be used.

I think instead of evicting people from camps maybe one option would be to provide hygiene centres. lt is possible that
partnerships with community groups like the one the at Christ's Church Cathedral would reduce the cost to the city.

A hygiene center would not need to be right in the parks but nearby enough that the people in the camp could get

there. Camps and hygiene centers are not a solution or cure to an economic and health issue but a treatment or
management option.

I support the police keeping an eye on the carnps for the safety of individuals living there as well as to be objective
observers of conditions there.

Please remember the people living in the camps are neighbours too.

Please contact me if I can provide more inforrnation,

1



Thank you,

Margaret Wilding
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Pilon, Janet

Subiect:

From: DanielAshworth

Sent: FridaY, October 22,20212:14 AM

To: clerk@hamilton'ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca

Subject: Response to Oct 19th testimonies

To Hamilton CitY Council,

27th Council agenda

DanielAshworth

ResPonse to Oct 19th testimonies

My name is Danier Ashworth, l rive in ward g. r am emairing to express my support.for our unhoused neighbours across

the city and to combat the dangerous and hatefur testimonies *.0. rv privireged, housed, white, delegates at the

pranning committee on octobJr $th. what r heard were affruent individuars that choose to criminalize the most

vurnerabre peopre in our community, victimizing themserves, saying things like "anyone who advocates for the

prorongation of the ,rr*u, quo is denying rrer rilnts to rife and secu"rity'" without a singre ounce of empathy for people

living without the basic needs of life. These are absolutely despicable iestimonies and mindsets from a certain type of

individuar in this community, with no regard for human life. victimizing themselves in order to do harm to others is

horrid, these mindsets read to peopre dvin* iioirgurt, me that harmfur crassist and ableist rhetoric is being pushed' this

shows me that the city has no to desire to letp nouse people. r request that my submission is included in the october

1
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Subiect: Personal statement for Oct 27 council - Support Encampment Residents

From: WillAllen
Sent: Friday, October 22,2A2L 1:39 AM
To: qierk@haryiiltqn.;s

Cc: uds$_.hg:p.cs
Subjectr Personal statement for Oct 27 council - Support Encampment Residents

To whom it may concern:

I'd like the submission below to be included in the October 27th Council agenda.

My name is WillAllen and I am a medical student at McMaster University. I wanted to add my voice to the call against

criminalizing encampments, andfor supporting houseless Hamiltonians better.

I have been profoundly disheartened at the direction that discourse around homelessness in Hamilton has taken -

portraying folks sleeping rough in encamprnents as threats to public safety; ignoring their desires and preferences as if
they were less than human. We can do better. I have been blessed through my friendships with several folks staying in

encampments; I've shared in good conversation with them, and been the recipient of moving acts of kindness and

generosity. I am fortunate to know them. I am concerned about their safety as we move into the winter, but am also

concerned about the way that many discussions in council and elsewhere show no respect for their dignity.

The current solutions in place for homeless folks in this city are not sufficient. During my placements at the hospital for
med school, l've had the unsettling experience of calling around to try to get a homeless patient a shelter bed only to
find that there are none available. Of course Hamilton needs to invest more money in affordable housing and to ueate
solutions for these community members that are more humane and sustainable - I don't dispute this. I only ask that they
be preserved some semblance of choice and stability in the meantime - please don't criminalize encampments. Forcible
evictions put houseless residents in even more precarious situations and, what's more, end up raising significant
challenges with respect to pandemic contact tracing.

I want to share a quote l've heard a nurnber of times that gets at the heart of the matter: "We used to fight
homelessness, when did we start fighting the houseless?" We must ensure that future discussion does not dehumanize
houseless folks but instead centre the conversation on these residents bring to our community and how they can best
be supported.

Thank you for your time,

will

WillAllen
he/him
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Delegation for Monday october 27th council Meeting re: Encampment Enforcemerrt

From: Jeanette Eby

Sent: Friday, October 72,Z:AZL 1:31AM
To: clerk@h ilton.ca
Cc: Harnitton Encam pment Support trletwork <i nfo @ hreln' c.Q.>

Subiect: Delegation for Monday October ?7th Council Meeting re: Encampment Enforcement

To the Hamilton City Councillors and Mayor:

I am a resident and homeowner in Ward 2, and I live adjacent to Beasley Park. I have lived downtown for the last 14

years and I love my community. I am writing this delegation, which I would like presented at the Council meeting on

october 27th, to declare my solidarity with encampment residents and to demand an end to encarnpment evictions.

For the past year, I have been a neighbour to various residents who have set up tents to live in, in the park closest to my

home and throughout the lower city. These residents deserve to be treated with dignity, They deserve safety, care,

stability. and support. They are my neighbours, and they should not be targeted or criminalized by the City simply for

living outdoors, when there are no other options. I truly love this city, and I am angry and disheartened by the official

response to encampments. There are so many front line advocates and folks with lived experience who know what they

need, and currently our city cannot meet those needs. lnstead of focusing on removing people from their homes and

current sources of support, let's work on meeting these needs from the ground up and putting resources into housing,

harm reduction and health care.

Housing is a human right and the housing crisis wilt not go away just because we sweep away tents and houseless

peoplelrom the public view. you can do better, we can do better. I am grateful for the work of the Hamilton

Encampment Support Network, Keeping Six, HamSmart, the Hamilton Community Legal Clinic, the Hamilton Centre for

Civic lnclusion and other advocates working on the ground.

I call on you to listen to those who have been purposely silenced and pushed aside, to demonstrate compassion and put

an end to encampment evictions. 5o that we can build a city that truly is for everyone.

Sincerely,

Jeanette Ehy

Beasley/Ward 2 Resident
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Pilon, Janet 4u6>
Subject:

From: Cath Craig
Sent: Friday, October ZZ, 2CZ1- 12:31 AM
To: (0hami

Submission for Oct 27 Council mtg agenda

,.:r;:

Cc: info@hesn.qa
Subject: Submission for Oct 27 Council mtg agenda

Please include the following letter in the october 27th council agenda:

To Mayor Eisenberger and Hamilton city counciilors,

l'd like to add my voice to the ongoing conversation around encampment enforcement.

l'm a Hamilton resident, who is privileged enough to be able to afford to rent a hsuse. I am remindedevery time I see an encampment that many fellow Hamittonians are not as lucky.

Against many odds, these fellow Hamiltonians are surviving, are making for themselves a community,
and a place to stay warm, dry and safe- These are basic human needs and rights. Their access to thesethings should not be impeded or forcibly taken, especially in the extremely dangerous cold seasonahead.

I want to remind Council that these people are human beings, not just ,,an issue,, that needs to bedealt with or swept under the rug. when tents are dismantled, you are tearing down someone,sInome.
Rather than focusing on dismantting encampments to "handle the issue", city council should urgentlyprioritize major development of affordable housing to make other options available to people living inencampments' Tackle the root of the probtern. We have empty buildings wasting away alt over thedowntown' There needs to be homes for these folks to have access to, if they are not allowed to
make th€ir own homes in encampments. Movement on affordable housing is too slow; this needs ts
be prioritized and sped up. lt is a matter of life or death.

l'd also like to add that as a mother of two young kids, I do not feet unsafe playing in a park with my
kids near encampments. we are respectfuland iiu* rp"." to people who may be resting or coming
and going from tents, and it's clear that this respect is mutual.

l'll end with a story: last weekend at J.c. Beemer Park I saw a wornan sweeping the pavement nearthe outside of her tent. I was struck by how meticulously she was tidying this outdoor space, the same
way that I clean my kitchen floors after a busy day. she was taking care of her space, treating it like
what it is: her home.

Signed,

1



Catherine Craig
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: ln support of our houseless neighbours

From: Nancy Hurst

Sent: Thursday, October 7L,7o23' 8:45 PM

To: clerk@h Iton.ca
LC:

Subject: ln support of our houseless neighbours

Hello,

Please add my letter to the public record 0n the Oct27 Council agenda.

I am writing in support of encampment residents and urging Council to help, not

displace Hamiltonians living in encampments within our neighbourhoods. I don't

know how many of us have been close to losing it all, or how many have actually

crgssed that line. I am lucky enough not to have had to endure such a situation

and I'm sure it is not an experience I would wish on anyone. Folk with no options

left but a tent in a park deserve our compassion and aid, not to be shunned and

treated as "less than' the rest of us. Please work with them, with their supporters

and with organizations like HESN to find the best solutions to safely accommodate
gur houseless neighbours. Do not shunt them aside and pretend the problem

doesn't exist. Learn their names and their needs and work toward fulfilling those

needs. We must work together to raise up the less fortunate among us.

Thank you for standing up for our houseless neighbours in Hamilton.

Nancy Hurst
Ancaster
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Pilon, Janet
4tt(il

Subject: Act.27 Council Meeting - Request to lnclude in Agenda

From: M. Brockbank
Sent: Thursday, October 2L,2OZl 7:35 PM

To: clerk@hamilton.qa
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Network <info@hesn.ca>

Subject Oct. 27 Council Meeting - Request to lnclude in Agenda

Good evening:

I hope this email finds you well

My name is Maddie Brockbank and I am a Hamilton resident. I am writing to you today regarding the recent delegations
surrounding encampment evictions. Please include my written response below in the Oct. 27 city council meeting
agenda"

I was deeply disturbed by several delegations that occurred on Oct. 19th regarding encampment evictions. lt was
glaringly obvious that those who were afforded the space and time to speak about this issue were coming from a place

of significant privilege. Narrely. all of the delegates were white and housed. and many were affluent. The perspectives

that they shared were inevitably shaped by these experiences and positionalities" The comments made during this
meeting were rooted in classism, ableism, sanism, and dehumanization of those living in poverty, living precariously,

who are unhoused, and/or who are experiencing concerns related to mental health and substance use. Delegates
appeared to rely heavily on assumptions and popular stereotypes about unhoused people, and they applauded
Councillor Farr's efforts to dismantle encampments.

I want to emphasize that these delegates do not speak for me or on my behalf. I find it incredibly troubling that so many
residents were willing to go on record and express disgust and apathy toward unhoused people in their neighbourhoods.
When Hamilton is in the midst of a severe housing crisis, it is appalling that only those who have the privilege and ability
to afford shelter are given the space and opportunity to comment on this issue. City Council has neglected to
communicate with those who are most impacted, including those accessing andlor living in encampments. As privileged,
white, and affluent folks shape, perpetuate, and reify discourses surrounding houselessness in Hamilton through these
comments and public efforts to dismantle encampments, they contribute to the continuous stigmatization of and
violence against those experiencing houselessness. lrr this process, houselessness becomes an individualized issue that
pathologizes, isolates, and harms vulnerable persons and distracts from the systems and structures facilitating
houselessness {e.g. the failures of the shelter system, the lack of affordable, free, and/or supportive housing the
criminalization of pover[/, mental health concerns, and substance use, etc.). This is compounded by the ways in which
residents expressed their willingness to callthe police to address the issue, which puts unhoused people at significant
risk of further violence {e.g. having their belongings thrown away, being ticketed, being violently displaced from their
places of shelter, being subjected to ongoing surveillance, etc.). As a social worker, I have seen firsthand the violence
that police and community members have committed against those experiencing houselessness. The delegations from
Oct. 19 communicate the kinds of beliefs and discourses that underpin, facilitate, and justify this violence. Rather than
support our fellow community members, we crlminalize, pathologize, and remove them from the comrnunity. That is
violent.

I echo the concerns voiced by the Hamilton Encampment Support Network {HESN}: what does it mean for the rest of our
communities when those being listened to by public representatives are those who have money, power, roofs over their
heads, and proximity to whiteness and able-bodiedness that protects them from the realities of extreme poverty?
Whose interests are we protecting and uplifting? When City Councillors are supposed to represent their constituents,
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what does it mean when they only make space for those who are afforded these prlvileges and spaces? As we approach

the cold winter months, how will City Council meaningfully address the housing crisis in ways that do not involve

violently evicting and displacing unhoused people?

Overall, we must continue to push our neighbours to see encampment residents as human beings worthy of life,
because, until this occurs, until we can empathize with those who are being ostracized and vilified simply for existing,

then we cannot even begin to have real dialogues about housing policy. Policy is only as powedul as those willing to
fight for its implementation, and these delegations were upsetting and counterproductive. City Council must be

accountable for addressing this issue in a way that considers the needs and interests of those who were not represented
by the Oct. 19 delegations.

Thank you in advance for your attention to this matter.

Best,

Maddie Brockbank (shelherl, BSW, MSW, RSw
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Pilon, Janet 4tt(")
Subject: Oct.27th Council

From: Michelle Tom

Sent: Thursday, October 21,2A21 8:40 PM

To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca
Subject: Oct. ?7th Council

Councillors,

Policing doesn't solve issues related to being houseless.

Michelle Tom
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4.tG)
Pilon, Janet

Subject: Respose to Planning Committee delegations with respect to Encampment Enforcement

From: Federico Galindo

Sent: Thursday, October 21,20218:33 PM

To: clerk@hamiltqn'ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca
Subject: Respose to Planning Committee delegations with respect to Encampment Enforcement

Dear clerk,

This email is in response to the oct lgth planning committee meeting regarding the encampment enforcement and

the delegations pro the increase of enforcement'

I would like this submission included in the oct 27th council agenda regarding 'encampment enforcemenf

for the statement below:

After listening to several of the delegations from the previous planning meeting, lwould first like to point out how the

fotks who were given a voice at this meeting are visibly white Lr white-passing, speaking from a place of privilege,

folks with a roof over their heads. tt is aosoiutely disappointing that you aren't reaching out to a broader audience in

order to hear other perspectives but only selecting folG who would support the cause which you are pursuing. As a

f"r"on of colour and a professional researcher living in this communig, I want to point out that this is called

confirmation bias anJidaUing re$earch, which ultimately renders invalid data and that confirms your existing

hypothesis/beliefs and discards those which challenge them.

I am disgusted by the fact that you and these few white voices are deciding the future and lives of houseless folks

living in inose encampments, who by the way are often black, indigenous, racialized, disabled, and poor community

meribers. They were forced to live there due to the lack of initiatives to address the housing crisis in 'hamilton' and

you are simply continuing to advocate for violence towards other hurnan beings by continuing enforcement.

The stories told in those delegations often spoke of lack of 'safety'through crimes, cleanliness, and drug-use. This
idea of 'safety'comes from the perspective of those folks speaking from places of privilege and who are simply
inconvenienced by the fact that they are now forced to see the reality of the housing crisis. ln addition, the events
spoken of are anecdotal in nature and based on little to no evidence which means that these 'crimes' could have
easily been committed by people other than the ones in the encampments and passing them as valid is absolutely
inappropriate and in fact unprofessional. ln no way do I see the blocking of any amenities aside from the fact that
people of privilgge are too good to share these spaces with other than what they originally wished for.

The reality is that the neighbours in those encampments have no cther choice than to create a community in these
spaces because the housing crisis is real and unresolved in'hamilton'. The programs and shelters that have been
placed are not enough and often endanger thE lives of many more people in our city by offering unsafe,
overcrorarded premises. They increase the chance of contracting disease incJudlng COVID-19 and all its variants.
The solutions to these issues are not solved by more violence and brutality against other humans but by including alt
the voices that mean to truly improve the situation. ln these delegations folks are literally supporting more harm and
even death to other human beings and they should be ashamed of having that perspective, just because you now
have other folks living in your community and your morning walk is slightly different than what you are used to, does
not give them the right to inflict more violertce.

And so I demand that you and other people in the committee push back on the additional reinforeement of these
camps and instead use that money/funding to initiate change that addresses the root problem that io ultimately the
housing crisis, I want to see you share and be transparent with the community about what you are planning to do in
the next 3 to 6 months as well as 3 to 6 years down the line.
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Thanks for reading and I look forward to seeing this on the oct 27th agenda'

Federico Galindo
Ward 3 - StiPleY
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4lr(,
Janet

Encampment Enforcement (for inclusion in Oct 27 Council agenda)

Subiect:

From: EmilY Anne

Sent: ThursdaY, October 21,2AZL7:48 PM

To: cl e rk @-he.nd-l!o-8la

Cc: info@hesn'ca
Enforcement (for inclusion in Oct 27 Council agenda)

Subiect: RE: EncamPment

To whom it maY concern'

I am writing to express mv outrage about the deregaticns presented during the council meeting of october L9' *azL'

and my grave concerns about encampment enforcement'

rnconvenience and injustice are vasily different experiences. rf the residents of Hamilton are inconvenienced by having

to rive in proximity to houseless peopre, that shourd only serve as a reminder of the serious health issues our houseless

neighbours face. concerns rike odour and noise disruption (rike some of the deregates mentioned) pale in comparison to

food insecurity, viorence, and any number of systemic fairings houseless peopre are subiected to' There is a huge

difference between feeling unsafe and being unsafe' 
1

Encampment enforcement is a waste of resources in addition to being cruel. The city should be directing its resourtes to

resolve the very real crisis of housing insecurity (and food insecurity, ind lack of mental health care, and so on)' The very

least the city can do is leave encampments alone' \

Sincerely,

Emily Downs
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Pilon, Janet 4(t @
Subject: To Be lncluded in oct zz council Agenda - rn support of Encampments

From: Megan Janssen
Sent: Thursday, Octobet Zl, ZAZL 7:39 pM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca
subject: To Be tncluded in oct 27 council Agenda - tn support of Encampments

Hello,

As I write this letter I am sitting in my heated home as the rain hits the windows, as if to remind me of myprivilege. I have a full belly, internet access, privacy and time that has allowed me to see what,s going on, and
the safety and security that these four wall provides - something houseless people should have too. we mustbe supporting these people and lifting them up - not evicting thern from whai they have.

what if it was you in that tent? How would you want to be treated?

lwould like the following submission included in the Oct 27th Council agenda.

I write today to contest the Planning Com.mittee delegations that took place with respect to EncampmentEnforcement discussions pushed fonarard by councilior Jason Far.

As a Hamiltonian I support my neighbours in tents.The thought that my tax doltars could pay to evict humanbeings frorn the only homes they have (in encampments) ano teft to litlrally Jie in ttre cold as winterapproaches makes rne sick to rtry stomach.

As the mother of two young children, I think of them when I see a person experiencing houslessness in mycommunity. lnstead of criminalizing these human beings, these people who are $omeone,s children - Iet usa.ctually support them through housing and care, safe injection sights etc. MoOets for success exist in differentcities and countries - we just have to invest and implement them.-Violent encampment evictions are NoT theanswer. Visit https:llcaufsoqietv.comlcities-solvin.qjhoEetessness/ for more information on this.

lwould like to directly address a statement made by Dakota Devenyi, who noted that "anyone who advocatesfor the prolongation of the status quo is denying hei rights to life and security' anO that ,,there is a very largenumber of "rough people" moving by [herJ aiea.

To this I say that as a housed person in the city of Hamilton, I am safer than those living in encampments -without sturdy walls or locked doors around thim. I believe ihat enrorcing 
"n"rrnpment 

evictions is denying theunhoused rights to what little security they have. These "rough people" ciu6 indeed be any of us, naA we beenborn into/had different lived experiences. These "rough people"'are human beings like you or l, and theydeserve to be treated with dignity instead of criminaliled ano violated.

Finally, the fact that we are having this discussion, a discussion about whether or not human beings shoutd berernoved from the few belongings and the safest shelter that they curently have access to means that we arein an extraordinary position of privilege - one that houseless people, those whose very existence we are
debating - are not present to speak in the same way that we can be is DEEpLy distuibing, and should cause
all of us to pause. Ending encampments will not make our communities safer. lt will put pe-ople exjeriencing
houselessness at greater risk, and it simply cannot stand.
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4,u (r)Pilon, Janet

Subject: Oct 27th planning committee meeting agenda

From: Montana Mellett
Sent: Thursday, October Z1.,IAZL 7: j.g pM
TO: ;..,...I t,,.,;.j,:i :lii.:.i,:ll.: i:
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Network (;1:1,1 :y,:,,11,.,r;1 .1,;,

Subject: Oct 27th planning committee meeting agena.

Dear Clerk,

This email is in response to the oct 19th planning committee meeting re: Encampment Enforcement & thechosen deregations speaking in favor of more *nioiom"nt.

l[Hffi'jfl:]lrff*:ffir,0 like this submission inctuded in the oct 27th councir agenda regarding

I have listened to manyof the delegationsfrom the previous planning committee meeting, and they are visiblywhite or white-passing, housed anJ speaking fro* fi; *ip*ri"nc", and are pro-enforcement. I amdisappointed to hear.no diverging experienclu on r,i" L".ie and disgusted to hear the cold and callousresponses from the deregations- By the. rooks of tr, onrv pririreged ,iio, 
"r*i" 

given $pace to speak. rt,s hardto believe that we are even debating privileged .o*iortJouerLouseless ton<J lives. This is literally a matter oflife and death for many of our hous5less neigtrbors. Housing is.a human ,ighi ,no since there is no permanenthousing available, our houseless neighbors inouil n" 
"ol* 

io decide wher; they,d like to stay and where theyfeelthe safest.

Itlany of these deregations spoke of crime, creanriness, drug. use, and ,safety, to their rives. out of curiosity,what definition of 'safe' are we operating under? who's *ri*y is being prioriiizeo? and for what reasons doesthat require violent encampmenf evictions to continue to take prace? iln"i i*r" hearing and what was beingdescribed, was more a threat to the way these oeregations see and interact with the *o[c ,iorncir,"m, theydon't extend the same.type of dignity and respect tJoui rrouseless neighbors.-lnsteao, they are viewed asoutsiders, hindrances to their comfortaut* li.y&- in i"urity, ;gnjoying ,oi 
""""sring 

outdoor spaces andamenitie$" has not been hindered' Rather, the fact that our priviiegla 
"o**unity 

members cannot ignorehouseless folks anymore because they are right in front oi tireir efes ratnei inan hidden (or pushed away out ofthe public eye).

Most of the delegations spoke of more enforcement or removats and their statements are ripe with poorbashing rhetoric' Poor-bashing is ignoring our norseresJneignbors wir;ilpo** their needs. lt is havingprograms designed, by other people (usually tho-s9 of privilege), to help houseless folks - that don,t work.These responses to the encampments are harmful ano lact< understanding of what is really needed.

saying 'we have safer, more humane options than sleeping rough and we remain committed to offeringsupports and altematives to those living in 
"n.rmp*.ni*;ii t 116. ruany encarnpment residents have voicedthat they feel safer when they are ableio be around their friends, with their spouses or animals, and able totake all of their belongings with thern^ I also know that houseress commrnitv iol*oers are at far greater risk ofcontracting covlD-19 under current overcrowded shelter conditions, ano ttraiencampment evicti-ons physicallyprevent homeless community members from accessini resources, supports, and medical care through routinedisplacement' Until there is safe, free, and p*.rn"n"it trousing, non;;f ii.,; temporary sherters or hoters w,rbe sufficient for those who have tiied ano *16 no olr,"i opiirn
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It's been a year since the violent encampment evictions that happened on Ferguson St and the continuous
displacement of houseless folks has proceeded with no suppori irom the city. isee these delegations,
responses as more of a failure of the city to respond in any meaningful way than at the fault of-housefess folks
themselves. lfs incredibly disheartening to see this happen as a constituent and as a neighhor to my
houseless friends. lwould like to see some realcompassionate action coming from the 1i'ryor and councilors
of 'Hami[ton', give an actual game plan for 3 months - 5 years out that is guid6d and led Uytur frouseless
neighbors and their support networks with a harm redudion approach,

Placing the blame on encampment residents is not the answer, rnore enforcement is not the answer. What,s
clear to me is, encampment evictions put people directly in harm's way, so how can the city be okay with
harming people (ie. the.1 appealinglhe encampment piotocoland eriCting fotks)? I know that Black,
lndigenous, racialized, disabled, and poor community members are ovenepresented in encampments and
these evictions have been and continue to be dehumanizing displays of violence.

Thanks for reading and considering my request to have this submission added to the oct 27th agenda,

[llontana Mellett
Ward 3 - Stipley
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Pilon, Janet ltt(* )

Subject: End Encampment Evictions

From; Kal lng
Sent: Thursday, October 21, Z:AZX 7 :14 PM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca
Subject: End Encampment Evictions

My name is Kal, I am a member of the North End Community, Ward 2 has always been my home.
I find the delegations of the City of Hamilton Planning Committee that took place earlier this week appalting.

The issue at hand is the lack of adequate housing for all peoples throughout Hamilton. Not people relying on
encampments for safe housing. lf there were available and sustainabls housing for homeless people,-thJy
would be in them. ln contrast to Dakota Devenyi's statement "anyone who advicates for the prolongatiorr of
the status quo is denying [her] rights to life and security"- what of our houseless neighbours rights and
security?

The energy and resources being used to police houseless fotks should absolutely be used to ensure
AFFORDABLE housing for said people,

Please reflec{ on the statement'We used to fight homelessness. when did we start fighting the housele$s?"

I request that my submission be included in the council agenda on October 27th.

Kal lng
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Pilon, Janet ltr(x
Subject: Delegation Submission for October ZTth Council Agenda

From: Andrea Phair
Sent: Thursday, October 21-., ZCZL6:zt4 pM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: info @ hesn.ca; An ne Dwyer <dwyeram @gma il.com>
subject: Delegation submission for october 27th councit Agenda

The city of Hamilton/ city council need to do more and better, I am appealing to you to vote as though real people,human lives depend on it, because they do.

Concerned citizen,
Andrea Phair

My name is Andrea Phair and I am a concerned citizen and resident of the city of Hamitton.

I am emailing in support of our houseless neighbours living in encampments throughout the city, as there continue to beno options available to them for affordable housing.

safe and affordable housing should be available to allthose that live in the city of Hamilton. sadly, this is not the caseand many of our houseless neighbours have no recourse but to live in encampments, and the criminalization of suchencampments is inhumane' These are real people, our neighbours, and they cannot be cleared out, for the sake af theprivileged few who are rnore concerned about aesthetics than prioritizing housing far those experiencing homelessness.

The city Hamilton has a responsibility to ensure that our houseless neighbours, their health and safety are rnade apriority, especially given the winter is fast approaching. fu the weather gets colder, people are trying to prepare
themselves for the cold season, and it is impossible to do that if they continue to be displaced. This is a matter of life anddeath and needs to be taken seriously and with their well being and humanity in mind.

The funds the city of Hamilton has used to remove my unhoused neighbours and their belongings through violentpolicing and policy are better used to provide peopre permanent housing.

As a constituent, my family and I demand that you and City council stop removing people from parks with communityfunds' Hamilton Police and Municipal Law Enforcernent continuously harass *n.uiip*"nt residents and throw awaytheir betongings.

our houseless neighbours deserve autonomy and to be a pam of the decision making that impacts their health,wellbeing and lives.
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Pilon, Janet ttt (v)
Subject: Submission for Oct. 27 CouncilAgenda

From: Miriam Novick
Sent: Thursday, Octobe r 21, ?AZl G:L6 pM
To: eierk@lraniltqn.ca
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Netwotrk <infcr& .ca>
Subject: Submission for Oct. 27 CouncilAgenda

Hello,

Below, please find a submission for inclusion in the oct. zl council agenda.

I write today as a resident of the North End in Ward 2, and as a constituent of Jason Farr,s who has emailed
hirn (without response) to express my strong disagreement with dismantling encampments and my support
for returning to the previous 14-day encampment protocol recently revokeJ without consultation.
Encampments that have existed over the past 18 months at different times on Strachan across from the
sunset cultural Garden, at Eastwood Park, and at Jackie washington park are all within walking distance from
my home. I have visited a number of my neighbours in tents during the pandemic to say hello, bring water,
and make conversation.

Despite what some of my neighbours have said here and what Councillor Farr would like to present as a
consensus, there are many of us in Ward 2 and across the city who do not share the frankly dehumanizing
positions advanced in our names- Let's be perfectly clear: no one thinks that encampments are a permanent
solution to meet people's real needs. As winter approaches, this concern only becomes more pressing.
However, I and many of my neighbours across Hamilton also understand that forcing people experiencing
povertY to move endlessly from park to park and discarding their belongings each time is not the way to build
the kind of trust required to actually attain the safe, secure, permanent housing that encampment residents
need and deserve.

As I have said to councillor Farr by email, I do not accept the argument that the presence of encampments is
an inherent safety threat to housed residents; I have never been or felt threatened in the presence of my
neighbours in tents (in my experience, I am objectively much less safe somewhere like Hess Viltage or when
fascists rally outside city Hall than I am around someone who sleeps in a tent). I understand that there may beinstances in which others have had different experiences, but to insist *the very presence* of tents or ofpeople who may be experiencing mental health issues or using substances is a safety risk is simply ableist
class'based discrimination. lt reflects a disinterest in the real conditions of people,s tives in favoui of having
struggle removed from sight. lt turns the discomfort of witnessing sorneone else,s suffering into a crime thatfurther punishes the sufferer.

I also categorically reject the argument that the smooth operation of businesses or the maintenance ofproperty values is more important than the safety of encampment residents, as some delegates have insisted.
I have the tremendous privilege of owning the home I live inl this rneans my safety is already infinitely moreguaranteed than for my neighbours in encamprnents. To turn around comfortable in nry privilege and insist
that people often experiencing significant challenges should be removed from my view with no choice or
agency of their own about where they go would be a profound ethical failure. As a settler, to rest secure in a
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home on stolen land and to insist that others, including lndigenous encampment residents, be removed for my

comfort is to perpetuate colonial legacies the city and the country as a whole just recently made much of
ostensibly acknowledging and reconciling.

I ask the city to reconsider their stance in revoking the encampment protocol and in criminalizing and evicting
encampment residents more broadty. I want the city to use this moment to make a different choice, to chart a
more ethical and humane path that takes seriously what encampment residents want and need, that
understands real safety starts with prioritizing the most vulnerable, not the most powerful. Safety is built
together, not imposed through violence, fear, and shame.

Miriam Novick
North EndlWard 2
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Delegation for October 27th CouncilAgenda

From: Sherly Kyorkis
Sent: Thursday, October 2L,2A21,6:04 PM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca
Subject: Delegation for October 27th CouncilAgenda

Dear councillorslcity clerks. I am requesting that this delegation be read at the upcoming council meeting on October
27th. Thank you.

I am writing this e-mail to contest the recent cornments from ableist, classisq violent delegations that took place on
October 19th in response to Councillor Jason Farr's push towards the dismantling of encampments in Hamilton. I live in
Ward 7, and have lived here since settling to this "country" with my family from so-called lraq in 1997. One of the
coolest things about this city that my parents enjoy and love is that it's a harbour city, like Basra, where we were all
born. On top of this, my parents enjoyed how Hamilton welcomed folks from "all walks of life" for lack of a better term,
and recently, they have heen disgusted, like myself, by how the city does rtot respond to the issue of houselessness, the
lack of affordable and free housing and the minimal resources for under represented peoples, on top of all the
nonsense around taking down a useless statue so that lndigenous foll<s have one less reminder of historical and current
violence, Mind you, these nonsenses were always happening, but engaged folks have found ways to bring these issues
to the surface. Witnessing last week's delegates respond to our neighbours in encampments with such vile comments,
dehumanizing them and attacking them as people instead of attacking the systemic and purposeful barriers put up by
the city and those in power, or asking questions as to why our neighbours are and or "choose" to be in encamprnents in
the first place' Why are we not asking why our neighbours in encampments feel safer outdoors than in city-run shelters?
Why are our neighbours constantly harrassed and threatened by by-law officers and police officers, and their belongings
taken away and thrown in the garbage, and why are public tax dollars funding these disgusting acts of violence? lf the
city chooses not to listen to neighbours in encampments, or Blac( Indigenous, queer, and or disabled youth who are
constantly on the frontlines fighting for their neighbours' human rights and dignity, then the LEAST they can do is leave
folks in encampments alone to live in cornmunities they choose and in spaces they feel a bit safer. Shame on the city for
not responding to people's needs, and shame on them once more for doing more damage by not allowing folks to live in
and navigate a situation they are placed in because their municipality let them down. Please stop treating people,s lives
like it's an inconvenient political throwaway. As a Hamiltonian, I demand safe and affordable and or free housing for all
folks in encampments and to stop harassing and undermining youth and folks who are always doing the rnost while
rxost city councillors treat human lives as non-issues.

With anger,
Sherly Kyorkis (she/they)
Ward 7 Resident
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Pilon, Janet
lttAq

Subject: criminalizing Encampments is not the solution to Homelessness

From: Laura Pin

Sent: Thursday, October 2L,2A21 5:41 pM
To: i. r,,r,;,r,jl:.:1,;.,.t: ri:'i :.,rl

Cc: Ham i lton Enca m pme nt Support Network < u I : i-, :;:j, : r r,:,,,,:., r,.:>
Subject: criminalizing Encampments is not the solution to Homelessness

Dear Hamilton City Council,

l'm an fusistant Professor of Politicalscience at Wilfrid Laurier University, where my research focuses on public policy
and soqial inequality. I live in Hamilton, in Ward 1. I'm writing to express my concern with the City of Hamilton's
approach to encampments, including forced removal of residents, which has not been evidence based or in line with
best practices and a human rights centred approach to housing.

Throughout the summer and fall, my daughter (age 3) and I regularly use the amenities at parks downtown with
encampments. We have never had a negative experience with an encampment resident, and the presence of
encampments has not affected our recreational park use. We support the right of our unhoused neighbours to use
public space to house themselves in the absence of safe andlor affordable alternatives.

Spatial displacement - forcibly removing encampment residents from parks - increases social marginalization (Kaufman,
2021) making it more difficult for unhoused residents to connect with the services they need. Complaint-oriented
enforcement of municipal bylaws, as the City has been pursuing, is also not an evidence-based response (Herring, ZozL,!,
and often applied in a discrirninatory rnanner to racialized and disabled residents.

Nobody's first choice is to live in a par( especially with the reality of colder weather approaching. However, in the
context of insufficient and unsafe shelter spaces, and a lack of affordable housing, some residents of Hamilton have no
real alternative- We are in the midst of an ongoing housing crisis where there are neither enough shelter spots, nor
enough social housing units to provide alternative housing for encampment residents. According to the city,s own data,
only 15% of encarnpment residents who interacted with city staff over the past sumrner have been housed.

Forced displacement of encampment residents is contrary to a human rights centred approach to housing and a
shameful waste of scarce puhlic resources which would better be spent working to meet basic sanitationind garbage
disposal needs at encampment sites, and connect residents with social supports, as I know many housing outreach staff
have been working diligenfly to do.

we can and should do better! And there are plenty of local organizations with expertise in working with encampment
residents that could provide direction on this.

Sincerely,

Dr. Laura Pin
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+,rr(w)Pilon, Janet

Subject: comment re: city policy against encampments

From: Rebecca Londner
Sent: Thursday, October?1_,ZAZL 5:30 pM
To: clerk@ milton.ca
Cc: ,r', :11t.1y':'.r'' . 'i
Subject: comment re: city policy against encampments

Hello,

I would like this comment included in the october 27th Council meeting agenda.

I live downtown in ward 2 and I am writing to voice rny disgust that the City of Hamilton is continuing to enact their
callous and dangerous policies against the unhoused population. The city knows they are short roughly 150 shelter beds
and yet chooses to tear down tents, displace people who are already unhoused, and destroy their propefi.

Living on the streets is traumatieing enough, and the amount of people who find themselves there due to serious mental
health issues or abuse they've experienced is extremely high. Everyone wants to talk about mental health awareness
and heing anti-abuse {including the City}, until the subject turns to people who are unhoused, especially when they
are self-medicating with substances or it presents in another way that makes people who are housed feel
uncomfortable.

The City needs to find real housing solutions and help for its community members who have fallen through the cracks.
The national community has eyes on Hamilton about this issue. How will history remember what our councillors decided
to do to our unhoused community members?

1
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Pilon, Janet
4,uka)

Subject: Planning Committee Delegation

From: phoebe taylor
Sent: Thursday, October 21,2A215:07 PM

To: clerk@hatnilton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca

Subject: Planning Committee Delegatiorr

Hetlo City Council.

I am Phoebe, a small business owner and operator born and raised in Hamilton. I am writing to voice my support and

loving cornpassion for encampment residents. I am absolutely disgusted with how our city treats its most
vulnerable peoples, and by allowing the threatening and fear rnongering tactics of the white, privileged and

housed minority to be the loudest voice in the room.

I live in ward three, a couple blocks from gage park. lt is the same neighbourhood I have grown up in for 2O+ years and I

am shocked to see the city support the greater divide between million dollar homes and the encampments tilcked away
just out of sight. The response to someone out in the cold is not to shoo thern further away, but to ask what system

would allow for someone to set up camp along the road, in a park, or in front of city hall? This is ne ones first choice of
home and the city must take responsibility for the systems that do not give its peoples safe, equitable opponunities for
housing and subsequent reseurces.

Criminalizing someone's misfortune for our city not doing our part to care for them as a communiry is not how we end
houselessness. !\lhy are we fighting individuals when we work to fight houslessness?

Shame on the city councilors that prioritize profit over the people it claims this city is for. Shame on the councillors that
chose to gamble with people's lives instead of enacting a future where we can all have the resources we need to not just

$urvive, but thrive. Hamilton has the opportunity to create a city that is truly safe for all. This changes now.

I would like my submission included in the October 27th council agenda,

Yours in love, compassion and dreaming of a brighter world where we can all feel safe,

Phoebe Taylor

She+Her
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Pilon, Janet
1t((d4

Subject: Encamprnent enforcement delegation

From: Ariel (ligerman
Sent: Thursday, October 21-,20214:37 PM
1Ot r.:,., r 1, :'.:-] r'::. I i]l: :li :.r,,1-,I

Cc: :,', li;,1:.:: : r:'.' r-,- -,

Subject: Encampment enforcement delegation

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to contest the delegations with respect to the Encampment Enforcement. I understand that many
community fiembers have written complaints around encampments in oUr Hamilton neighborhoods wanting to see
these disappear, however I am hoping that the committee is able to find their empathy and take steps to suppoft every
single person in our community regardless of their race, income, or housing status.

I agree that homelessness is something that needs to be addressed as things cannot continue as they have been.
However, the way to do this is absolutely nst to force these encamprnents elsewhere. If you are someone who is
struggling with income, ernployment, domestic violence, substance addiction, mental health concerns, arnong other
things, and are desperately trying to keep you and your family somewhat safe and sheltered from the natural elements,
would it be more beneficial to be offered resources or forcibly pushed out of the small shelter you've managed to find?
Try putting yourself in their shoes for just a moment. By forcing police to close/move all encamprnents, allyou are doing
is putting innocent individuals at risk, and as the weather continues to get colder it is quite literally a death sentence.

Those who survive have no options other than to try and settle somewhere else until they are once again forced out.
Our shelters are full. Our subsidized housing waitlists are YEARS long. Our waitlists for mental health services are
MONTHS long- Our housing prices are continually becoming less affordable, even for those with a stable full-time
income. And things have only become worse through this pandemic.

These people don't need to be displaced, they need support, resources, empathy, and options.

Those making requests to have these camps removed are very privileged. They are primarily white and able bodied, and
they have clearly lost all traces of their humanity and empathy. The homeless are easy scapegoats, but they are also
people, they deserve respect and support as much as any other person.

The Club 77 awner making complaints about smells of urine due to homeless people is alrnost taughable. As someone
who is familiar with this establishment, I have seen rnany of its attendees urinate and throw up inlhe streets around the
building often after partaking in excessive alcohol consumption. There has been violent criminal activity at this
establishment that has nothing to do with the horneless in the area. I have two friends who were assaulted at this
establishment on separate occasions, not by homeless people outside, but by other attendees who were inside, served
alcohol continually, and faced no other repercussions other than being asked to leave and gently escorted outside
{better treatment for these white males, I might add, than the innocent peop}e seeking shelter in a tent because they
can afford nothing else).

others are calling police continually on those struggling with mental health concerns, and I think they would agree it
does not help. Police have a role, but they come after a crime, to deal with aftermath, press charges, keep the peace.
Those struggling with rnental illness are not criminals, they {the vast majority of the time} do not pose a safety threat to
those around them, they do not need to speak to an officer or be arrested. They need support, counseling perhaps
medications. They need their basic needs met, this is all they are trying to do by living in a tent. I guarantee every person
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living in these encampments would prefer to be elsewhere, have a solid roof over thein heads. They are not choosing to
live in a tent outside in Canada in the fall hecause they want to... they simply have no other choice. Housed residence
stating that encampments are posing a threat to th€ir rights and safety are incredibly blind to the realities these people
are facing, lt shows an extremely concerning divide wherein those who are housed (and primarily white) are more
deserving than those who are struggling, those who did not grow up with generational wealth, those who grew up in
poverty and are trying to break out of this intergenerational cycle. Those living in encampments are at much greater
danger in their situations than any housed person who feqls threatened by other human beings trying to survive.

I understand that those in the community, especially tho$e with young children, may be concerned about the proximity
of these camps to their homes and playgrounds. Perhaps establishing a perimeter that camps must be a certain distance
from playgrounds could be a compromise. At Dundurn Park there is an encampment. lt is set up on one side of the park.
It is out of eyesight from the playground, tucked away, and causing absolutely no harm. There are other entrances to the
park, those who want to completely avoid the encampment are more than able to do so with zero additional effort
needed. So what is the problem? Why do these people who are trytng to carue out an area to literally survive get
blamed for existing, when it is the eommunity and policies and governments who have put them in this situaticn by
allowing our housing market to become so out of hand, unaffordable, and inaccessible while also continually cutting
funding for majority of social service programs?

Want to improve homelessness? Invest in affordable housing. lnvest in shelter spaces. lnvest in social workers and
counselors. lnvest in safe injection sites. Invest in mental health services. lnvest in food programs. Designate a park or
area where these people can set up safely and legally until more long-term solutions can be obtained. Or do you not
want to improve homelessness? Do you feel that those struggling deserve to be there and do not hold any worth? lf this
is the case, then with respect dear committee, you do not have a right to be sitting in the position you are or holding the
power you have to influence the lives of so many people, and the lives of those who freeze to death this winter fall on
you, and were lives that absolutety did not have to be lost.

Thank you for your time, and I hope to see the right decision made here that respects the inherent yalue of every single
member of our community, not only those with privilege.

Sincerely,

ArielKligerman

2
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Pilon, Janet
I,n ("r)

Subject: Response to Delegations against horneless citizens

From: Kaitlin Holden
Sent: Thursday, October 23",202\ 4:23 PM
to:
CC: ', l,.-,'I ',..:.: , ,. ,,

Subject: Response to Delegations against homeless citizens

I am utterly disgusted,
Regarding the alleged delegations towards the disabled and the houseless neighbours in this cit\r l cannot stress enough
how disappointed, disturbed, and revolted I am at the comments being made and delegations towards CITIZENS of the
City of Hamilton.

These people are being discussed and regarded as if they are less than human beings and I arn appalled at the language
used and miniscule "problems" these delegates are speaking of.
Urine smell outside of a bar {club 77}? I have worked in hospitality since the young age of 16 and I can assure anyone
who has not, it is the drunk PATRONS who defecate and urinate on and near property and placing the blame on
those without homes or proper facilities is very much a scapegoat of a real problem, over serving.

Discussing the lack of feeling "safe" and using terms like "rough people "? The very term screams privilege and lack of
knowledge on people with addiction problems who desperately need help they are not given nor given the opportunity
to.

Words and lack of knowledge and compassion screarned off the pages of the discussion that was had over human
beings. lt is speak like this that continue to drive the violence acted upon unhoused people, especially wornen and
youths, as they are seen as less than human.

Citizens of hamilton who are privileged enough and lucky enough to afford housing deem encampments as an "eyesore"
and nothing more. They scream "Junkie" and "Crackhead" when passing by these neighbourhoods. They demand to tear
them down, or do it themselves. They call on the police who adorn themselves in riot gear and weapons to kick these
people out of the only safe shelter they know.

Why are we wasting tax money and resources on harassing and harrning innocent people of this city, instead of
addresslng the real problems. Overpopulation in shelters, being denied admittance due to "sobriety', or sexua/gender
identity. These are people of our community, they are our neighbours, and you have the power to help, yet you spit on
them and deem them worthless.

Do better. Do something. People will DIE this winter, CHILDREN will die witheut shelter that encampments provide.

Their deathq and their blood is on your hands.
People you could have helped, and instead you listened to the privileged folks who lack compassion, empathy, and have
never struggled themselves.
Shame on you, on all of you.
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: End EncamPment Evictions

From: Montana Mellett
Sent: TuesdaY, October L9, 2O2L 5:22 PM

To: Office of the Mayor <pfficeofthe.Mavqr@h?milton.ca>; clerk@hqmilton'ca; office of the Mayor

<Officeofthe.Mavor@ hamilton'ca>

Subiect: Re: End Encampment Evictions

Dear Mayor Fred Eisenberger and Paulena Yousif'

I appreciate the timely respon$e, this issue is near and dear to my heart'

r am disappointed to hear no diverging perspectives come from your office on these

issues. lt,s been a year since the violent encampment evietions that happened on

Ferguson St.

From what rve seen and heard, ,,enjoying and accessing outdoor spaces and amenities"

has not been hindered. Rather, tne iatt that our communities cannot ignore houseless

folks anymore because they *r"'iigl',iin tront of their eyes rather than hidden (or pushed

away out of the public eye). This ,5rpon*r that has bebn sent to my call to end evictions,

is embedo"o *i&-pggda;xrng rhetoric. This generic response to an ongoing and ever-

growing issue, simply won't suffice'

How can the Mayor,s office be okay with rying to its constituents? saying "we have

safer, more human options ttran s]elping ,6rir, and we remain committed to offering

supports and alternriiu*, to those living in encampments" is not true' Many

encamprnent ,esiaents have uoGJ trit ffrey teetiater when they are able to be around

their friends, with their spouses oi animals, ind able to take all of their belongings with

them. untir there is safe, free, ,no p"i*anent housing, none of the temporary shelters or

hotels urilr be sufficient for those *no have tried ana iee no other option' on top of this'

whire forcing peopre out of parks under the fatse promise of providing houseless people

with indoor spaces, r continue to see shelter hotele evict people on the basis of disability-

rerated "oisruptioni.,, l arso know that houseress community member$ are at far greater

risk of contracting GOVID-1g under current overcrowded shefter conditions, and that

encampment eviitions physicafiy prer"nt homeless community members from accessing

resourc*", ,uppJJr; ;;J *Ji.it'care through routine dispracement.

To even further debunk that statement of having more 'human' options than 'sleeping

rough,, as of 20G, ;;er 11,350 [o*"r stood vicant across the city while condo

devLropment piopcts continr* to n" ,pproveo ny council. The national and provincial

Aut of curiasi$, what dafinition af tsafe'is ffie Mayo* ?ffi9* aperating under? Who's ,
safefy r,s bemg piorrtized? and for,whatreasons do*r that require violent encampment

evictions to conttinue ta take place?



from parks with community funds. Hamilton Police and Municipal Law Enforcement
continuously harass encampment residents and throw away their belongings. We, the
constituents, will not tolerate this violent response to the ongoing housing crisis.

VUe demand an end to these evictions until you can provide people with permanent free
housing.

Sincerely,
Montana Mellett
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4r{ hr)Pilon, Janet

Subject: Submission for Council Meeting Agenda for Oct 27

From: Connor Bennett
Sent: Thursday, October 21,202L 8:54 PM

To:
Cc: Ha m ilton E ncam prnent Support Network <, :.,.: t,it:::; l :r,,r.r,:,,. >

Subject: Submission for Council Meeting Agenda for Oct 27

City council,

Please include this message in the October 27th council meeting agenda.

I am writing to express my great concern for the safety of my neighbours who live in tents, especially

now as the seasons are changing and cold weather is quickly approaching. The recent delegations by

Julie Lief, Dakota Devenyl, Paul McDonald, and Bruce Speck that express distain for people who are in
great need of support are incredibly disheartening. We as a city need to prioritize people over profit,
to put the lives of our neighbours above the discomfort sorne may feel regarding the houseless.

The support the city offers for people who need housing is far from sufficient. At the very least the
city needs to stop pushing people from park to park - let those who are living in tents be. Give them
actual support instead of notices to leave. Vfarm socks, heat packs, hot food, portable toilets. These

are some low cost things the city could do to make their lives a little bit easier. When winter comes it
is a matter of life and death. People's lives need to be prioritized.

Thank you,

Connor Bennett
Ward 2 Resident
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Encamprnents

Fromr lan Walker
Sent: Thursday, Octoher 2L,2A2L 9:58 PM

To: r..' erk@ha milton.ca
Cc: $f,+-Sheq!,.P"g
subject: Encampments

Hello,

Writing to you as a tax paying citizen of Ward 2. I live in this ward, and i co-own a small business in this ward. I live and

work downtown, and I am a regular user of city parks in this area, especially Beasley Park.

It is with great concern that I write to you and ask, where has your compassion gone? Why does this council lack

empathy and humanity when it comes to our unhoused neighbours? These people aren't a plight on our city, they are

liteially part of it. How can we turn our backs on them, especially during a global pandemic; but more importantly, how

can we turn our backs on them at any point in time?

The encampments have not in any way caused me or anyone I know any kind of disturbance, nor have they prevented

me from going about my life, running my business, or enjoying the neighbourhood.

The troubling aspect of it all is that the city continues to punish and harass the people living in encampments despite

how vulnerable they are. lf the city can't provide adequate housing then what is its metric of suecess as a place for

people to live? Hamilton has been voted among the b€st places to live in Canada on several occasions and is often the

subject of civic pride celebrations, whether it be Supercrawl, or T-shirts claiming that you can do anything here or that

hamilton is home - but you can't just do anything here, especially if that thing is being unhoused, and when people call it
home, they clearly rnean just for certaln people. So, how do we celebrate a city that not only refuses to provide for its

most marginalized people, but actively seeks to punish them?

l'll return to my original question, where is the compassion?

Kind regards,

lan Walker
Ward 2 resident and business ot/vner
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Submission for October 27th Council Agenda

From: Jessica Glegg

Sent: Thursday, October 21,,20219:08 PM

To:
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Network < rrii:riri rir'':: r-r:)

Subject: Submission for October 27th Council Agenda

Hello City Council,

l,d like to share my concerns with you about the City's treatment towards encampment residents. I have emailed Jason

Farr in the past about encampments and he has not replied to my emails on this topic- lt appears he is ignoring his

constituents that have opposing views from himself. The recent encampment enforcement discussion and the

statements made by business owners and residents do not represent all Hamiltonians.

I am a lifelong Harniltonian and renter in Ward 2. I also co-own a small business in downtown Harnilton. I am opposed to

the City,s use of violent force to displace people living in encampments when there is no permanent place for them to

go. Residents need support where they are at. Rather than send garbage trucks to destroy people's shelters and

[ossessions, the city should provide water, food, warmth, and sanitation. These needs need to met and permanent

sotutions need to be created.

Please include this submlssion in the October 27th Council agenda,

Jess

Sess Slegg
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Subject: Support for Hamilton Encampments and Harnilton Encampment Support Network

From: Roba Dekamo
Sent: Thursday, October 21,2021 4:14 PM

TO: ..,'1",,,. ; :'l r1.': llll l'.'lr.l,;

Cc: info@lr€sn.ca
Suhiect: Support for Hamilton Encampments and Hamilton Encampment Support Network

Hello,

The comments made about our houseless community in the last meeting made it abundantly clear that members of this

community will continue to hold the value of property and profit above the value of a human life. The members of our

community who are without homes and living in encampments are not a danger to the comrnunity but are in fact in

danger themselves. These folks are at much higher risks of violence, theft and harrn than any of the housed people who

spoke up last meeting against our neighbours. People living in encampments are our community and our neighbours and

are in need of our support as a comrnunity. Not owning property or having a home address does not lessen one's

inclusion in our community, they are a part of this city and this is their home too.

Hamilton Encampment Support Network {HESN} continues to prioritize people in their care for those living in

encampments, as an organization they listen to the needs of the people living in these conditions and administer care

that fits their needs. I stand behind and support HESN

Regards,

Rehoboth Roba Dekamo
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Pilon, Janet
4rt(kk)

Subject: Planning Committee Encampment Delegations

From: Annilee Baron

Sent: Thursday, October 2t,2A2L 4:!2 PM

To: :

CC: i,'t I r-t it., at::::1. l:..j;.l

Subject: Planning Committee Encampment Delegations

To whom it may concern,

Please include this in the October 27th CouncilAgenda

I am writing to you about my ongoing concern about encampments and our unhoused neighbours in

Hamilton. Specifically l'm writing to express my thoughts on recent Planning Committee delegations where
property owners were consulted about how unhoused people negatively impact their business endeavours
and profits. Frankly, their business endeavours need to take a back seat when people are dying on the streets
and living in tents because they have no place to go.

I urge you to see the humanity in this issue. I'm seeing more and more encampments in our neighbourhoods
and I do not blame the residents of these encarnpments or feel burdened nr uncomfortable by their presence;
lnstead I deeply empathize with them as see this as a failure of our society to provide adequate housing and
support for our citizens. As housing and rent prices continue to skyrocket, we need to work towards affordable
housing and supports for houseless people, not harsher punishrnents for poverty. We need to elevate the
voices of those who are truly suffering. Not being able to purchase patio furniture for a condo is NOT a real
problem in the face of human rights issues such as houselessness.

Sincerely,

Annilee Baron MTA
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22 October,2A2l

To the Hamilton CitY Council,

My name is Simone Blain and I live in Ainslie Wood West in Hamilton. l'm writing to contest

delegations made regarding housing encampments and the effect they are having on your

neighbourhoods and their residents. t would like this submission to be included in the Ocl.27

CouncilAgenda.

Julie Leif delegated, stating that she has "called police more times than [she] could

count to help with the "mentally disturbed", and said that encampments should not

exist
tn response to this statement, I would like to mention first of all that the police are an

inappropriate first response for someone in a mental health crisis. We have seen honific stories

time and time again that show that the police are ill-equipped to dealwith crisis intervention and

often respond with excessive use of force, which is a systemic problem here in Hamilton and

around the world. The money that the city spends on the police force to respond and ultimately

exacerbate the problem, could be used to provide better mental health resources for all

Hamiltonians. So the removal of encampments will not solve the issue of trying to help

houselegs people who are suffering from mental health prob,lems.

Dakota Devenyi delegated, stating that "anyone who ad'vocates for the prolongation of

the status quo is denying her rights to life and security" and that "there is a very large

number of "rough people" moving by [her] area.

ln response to Dakota Devenyi's statemenl, "...anyone who advocates for the prolongation of
the status quo is denying [my] rights to life and security", l'd like to say first off that her "rights to
life and security" should be of equal value to the rights "to life and security" of those who are
unhoused or living in encampments. We should not value the lives of certain Hamiltonians over
others. That said, Devenyi is absolutely right when she says that we should not uphold the
status quo, and that something needs to be done to provide safe places for every person in
Hamilton to live. The belief that the removal of encampments will aid in public security/safety is
shortsighted. The unhoused need somewhere to go, and untilthe city makes policy change and
puts the appropriate resources into dealing with this issue, encampments are absolutely
necessary and the people living in them have the right to stay.

.*.
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paul McDonald, the owner of Club 77 stated that "the smell of the urine in and around the

club is unbearable when the wind blows" and blamed this on houseless encampment

residents in the area.
ln response to this statement, I believe that the problem does not lie with houseless

encampment residents, but the city's lack of basic infrastructure. We should put money into

public washrooms lnstead of policing public urination, This problem would be null if everyone

had access to public washrooms.

Bruce Speck, Condo President for llUitton Lofts, 50 Murray Street West, delegated stating

that his building is "trying to afford patio furniiture for our rooftop but all of our money

goes to these costs that is not expected" in rerlation to homeless people allegedly

accessing the foyer in the building. He continrued on, saying "at the beginning and the

peak of the pandemic we had to make exceptions, but not any longer"

ln response to Bruce Speck's statement, It must be considered that with winter coming, acces$

to warmth is often a matter of life and death. The removal of encampments will not only cost

lives but most likely exacerbate the number of unhoused who need to find a place to be warm.

The city needs to provide better resources for unhoused people to have a safe place to live,

access to basic needs, instead of using resources to remove encampments. This will not solve

the issue in and long-term waY"

Thank you,

Simone Blain

JlI-
*
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Pilon, Janet +tt rnu
Subject: A Moral Call for Encampment Empathy

From: Kevin Makins
Sent: Fridan October ?2, 2A21 7:?9 PM

To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Suhject A MoralCallfor Encampment Empathy

To Whom it May Concern,

My name is Kevin Makins and I live ,t f, just north of James and Barton. My wife and I have lived in the
area for nearly a decade, and are raising two children, Clementine and Oscar (5 and Zyo respectively)"

This is a long email but as someone who has lived and served in this city for nearly fifteen years, I believe that I have the
right to speak to my leadership with honesty and nuance.
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I first fell in love with Harnilton when running a summer camp at Beasley Park. Since then my life has revolved around
our downtown.

My wife and I have started multiple businesses and engaged politically and socially in the culture of the city. Eleven years

ago I founded a young church in downtown Hamilton (Eucharist Church) which has been spotlighted and celebrated
multiple times by local institutions such as CBC Hamilton and the Spec. A few years ago I gave the address at our
Rernembrance Day service, which was celebrated on the front page with the headline "Hafnilton Millennials Come Out
for Rernembrance Dav"^ Our congregation is made up largely of people in their twenties and thirties, who are raising
children downtown, and working diligently to serue their neighbours and contribute to the ever evolving spirit of our
city. We recently bought the 127 year-old Romanian Baptist Church on Victoria Ave and have sacificed significant time
and money to bring it back to life. Our congregation partners with local organizations such as lndwell, 541 Eatery and
Exchange, and Shalem Mental Health Network. Beyond this, many in our community are present and future leaders in
the field of health care and social work.

I list the above not to brag or to get your attention, but because we would all agree that raising up the next generation is

always crucial to the long term flourishing of a city.

So I am asking you, as one such younger voice, to please hear us on this crucial topic,

Everyone I know under the age of 40 can agree on one thing when it comes to the topic of homelessness in Hamilton:
We don't want encampments in our city parks.

What we want is safe, accessible, humane housing for our neighhours who have nowhere to live.

We need to recognize how we got here.

Hamilton was once an accessible place to live, whether you had a good salary or depended on Government assistance
When we bought our house it was accessible to us on a pastor's salary. Three years later the property had tripled in
value and would have never been affordable to a family like ours. My neighbours, including many across the street at
the Witton Lofts t50 Murray St W) often celebrated that news, saying that they "got in on a good investment."

But I did not celebrate the fact that my property has tripled (now quadrupled) in value. I'm not going anywhere. I want
to love my neighbourhood for decades and contribute to a thick fabric of community. I want to help build a
neighbourhood of connection, where we look out for one another, where we spend time together, and where we can
together respond to the challenges facing us. The increase in the "value" of my home simply meant I pay more in taxes,
and that none of my friends could ever move into my neighbourhood-

I would like to think the best of those who were celebrating the increased "value" of their condos, but it is hard for me
to do so, because only seven years later only fwo of those original owners still live in the building (to my knowledge).
The rest were happy to make a few hundred thousand dollars and move on.

Who bought the condo offthem? How much will they rnake on it at sale {presumably in a few years}? And how many
times can this exchange go on before even underground shoebox units are going for over a million dollars? And who will
live there then? And how will the neighbourhood ever be affordable again?

Forgive this brief detour, but it's important we put encampments in context, because they didn't occur in a vacuum.

As sorneone born and raised in Hamilton I find it shocking that I have never seen consistent encampments until this last
year, and I am positive Covid was not the main contributing factor: The lack of accessible, affordable housing is the main
issue.

2



But rather than deal with the predatory housing market, the dozens and dozens {and dozens} of advertisements in my

mailbox every week {telling me that 'tnow is the perfect time to SELL"}, or the moral failure of our institutional leaders to

engage this issue with empathy and solution focused thinking... we are blaming those in tents for... living in tents.

They don,t want to be in tents either. But the options we have on the table are not good enough. They are simply not

good enough.

The biblical book of proverbs teaches that the righteous are those who are willing to sagifice their good for the sake

of the community.
The wicked are those who sacrifice the community for the sake of their ourn good.

City Councillors and others reading: I am appealing to your conscience. I am not asking you to do something that you

think is wrong. I believe that in your heart you know what is good and true.

you know that condo developers and night club owners are not speaking like the righteous. They are concerned with

their own benefits, and while it's disappointing, I do not expect more from them.

But Mayor Eisenberger and City Councillors... I do expect more frorn you. You are put in this place to act justly, to do

what is right regardless of political games, and to guide our citY into the way of peace.

Let's begin, like Christ did, with empathy for those on the mar6ins. The investors and business owners will not lose their

lives or housing while we are sorting this out. Those on the margins of our city have and will.

I do not have concrete next steps, but I suspect plenty of capable people are working on solutions. I am simply calling for

our attention to be in the right place: On those who are most vulnerable.

Let's refuse to do anything that is not serving their needs over our own-

lf there is any other way I can share, pray, or serve you as you seek to lead us in this complicated area, please do not

hesitate to reach out.

Kevin Makins,
Founding Pastor, Eucharist Church

kevin @euch?ristchurch.ca
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: U RG ENT Encampment evictions

From: Amber Boyle
Sent: Friday, October 27,2A216:29 PM

To: cleilSlF ham i lton.ga
Subjec* URGENT Encampment evictions

As a Ward 2 resident of the City of Hamilton, I wholeheartedly DO NOT support encamprnent evictions. I DO NOT
support the decisions regarding encampments being made by housed and privileged individuals on behalf of our
unhoused and impoverished neighbors.

The City of Hamilton has no right to speak on the behalf of the unhoused when The City of Hamilton is willfully choosing
to criminaliee the unhoused, while simultaneously being at the root of the housing crisis. How atrocious.

The City of Hamilton continues to prioritize profit over people. The City of Hamilton continues to encourage investment
landlords to displace individuals and families from their affordable housing by issuing renovation (renoviction) grants.
The City of Hamilton continues to allow rents to sky rocket beyond the affordability of its average citizen.

Due to this blatant classist discrimination, The City of Hamilton has single handedly created this desperate situation, and
is subsequently punishing those who suffer the consequences. Jason Farr represents my Ward but he does not speak for
me. Stop the encampment evictions immediately and permanently untilthere is affordable and accessible housing for
every individual in this City, otherwise may the blood of the dead be directly on your hands this winter.

Amber Boyle - Ward 2

1
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Subject: Homeless Encampments

From; BrandiMatthews
Sent: Friday, October 22,2021.9:58 PM

To: clerk@hamilton.ca; lnfo@hesn.ca
Subject: Homeless Encampments

To Whom it May €oncern,

I am writing in regards to the homeless *isis that is currently taking place in our city

The pandemic has taken a toll on many, and the homeless population has not only increased, but it has been hit the
hardest.

The city's plan to evict these encampments is absolutely despicable. It is inhumane and is going to make things worse. At
least with these encampments, the homeless are able to have a roof over their heads. Our city does not have affordable
housing for the most vulnerable population.
What are we doing to help these people? The shelters are full. There is many more horneless than beds available. With
the winter months coming things will only he worse. We are literally talking iife and death here. These complaints that
have been received by concerned residents are just based on privilege, and it's not right. Especially that complaint from
the owner of 77 night club which has been a home to many murders, fights, and drug use. He has no right to make
comments about the homeless.

Bottom line. We need more affordable housing. These people need support. We should be fighting for the homeless.

I actually saw an ad today for a basement apartment for S20O0! It's no wonder why we are in this situation. Our
community needs to come together to help these people, evicting them is not the solution!

How can you live with yourselves allowing this to happen? Where is the humanity?

I truly hope that council can corne up with a more humane solution to this crisis. They are people too, and deserve so
much better.

Signed, a concerned citizen^

> Thank you,

> BrandiMatthews

1
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Encampments

From: Mackenzie Glachan
Sent: Friday, October 22,ZAZL 9:59 AM

To: clerk@ hatnillon.ca
Cc; info@hesn.ca
Suhject: Encampments

To whom it may concern,

Criminalizing encampments and unhoused people is despicable. lnstead of wasting time and resources fighting the
people in these encampments, we should be addressing the gross cost of living in this city and access to basic human

necessities.

Encampments are not the problem, they are a symptom of the REAL problem - lack of resources and support (not to
mention a lack of care and empathy for the unhoused and especially disabled people).

The message could not be more simple at it's core: HELP people, do not fight people. Criminalizing encarnpments only
perpetuates the problem and solves nothing.

I am vehemently against the ableism, classism, and racism rampant in this city. Hamilton should stand for community
and listen to all voices, not just those with power and privilege.

l'd like this submission to be included in the October 27th Council agenda,

Regards,
MG

1
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Subject: Encampment Enforcement

From: June Make

Sent: Friday, October 22,20219:58 AM
To: clerk@hamiltan.ca
Suhject: Encampment Enforcement

SUBMISSION TO BE INCLUDED }N HAMILTON CITY COUNCIL AGENDA ON 27 OCTOBER 2021.

To Hamilton City Council,

I live in a house mere steps away from Beasley Park and not too far from Club 77. I also rent a studio space downtown. I

have lived in, worked in and spent my paycheque in this area fcr approximately the last twelve years.

Reading the work of fiction produced by Club 77, Jason Farr and others on L9 October would have been laughable if it
wasn't so offensive. ln fact, I believe it is not that long ago that many people in our community were rallied together to
combat the violence and public urination that was a direct result of the negligence by Club 77.The City investigated Club

77 for the reasons they currently blame on our housing crisis in September of 2016. Hmm.

People need real, permanent housing. Not shelters and not hotels. Kicking someone out of a tent does not magically
give them a house or teleport them away. They are still here, and they deserve our compassion and assistance.

Everyone, houseless or homed require access to safe, public washrooms 24 hours of the day. There is no reason the city
can't provide this. The city simply refuses to.

STOP evicting my neighbors, and anyone who has to live in a tent unless you're offering them a safe and permanent
space. Numerous studies have shown that offering housing has so many benefits beyond being the right thing to do, it's
also more successful and cost effective than needlessly policing people and destroying their possessions"

I walked by a few tents this morning from my house on my way to work. And I want them gone, and I want them gone

because they have safe, secure, dignified housing. Not because I'm so entitled it offends me to see someone hurting
while I am warm and dry with a working washroom. I have no issues with people living in tents while our city is facing a

housing crisis perpetuated by greed, because greed is the issue not the tents. I have issues with people- my neighbors,
living in tents because our city won't help them while people who think they are neighbors harass the houseless. That's
not what being a neighborhood is about. Chasing people away isn't community. Helping people and looking out for each
other is what makes a City a community.

Please, City of Hamilton. Housing for all.

Do better, Hamilton

Signed,
June Make

SUBMISSION TO BE INCLUDED IN HAMILTON CITY COUNCIL AGENDA ON 27 OCTOBER 2021
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Subject: Written Submission re: encampments

From: blake mccall
Sent: Friday, October 22,2AZl9:42 AM
To; ele:k(ahamilta&ca
Cc: info@hegn.ca
Subject: Written Submission re: encampment$

To whom it may concern,

Please find this mailas a written submission regarding Encampment Evictions. I would like it included on the
Oct 27th council agenda.

My name is Blake McCall. I have lived in Hamilton for about L5 years and currently own a home and pay taxes
in Ward 4. I was extremely upset when I read the a few of the delegations to council this past week and more
generally council's decisions regarding our encampment neighbors. I am writing this today to implore council
to changg their minds and let the residents stay. As winter approaches, I do not want to see more people die
in my community for reasons so uncaring and unjust as worries about patio furniture and srnell of urine. The
callousness of city council to write policy that so willfully neglect human life is something I find simply startling
and that I know history will not look fondly on. Encampment residents are the result of the failures of the
system we live in. But even within the realm of capitalism and white suprernacy reforms can be made to
ensure the most vulnerable among us are not cast to die as abject others in the city. yet this council seems
perfectly okay with their deaths. The policy decisions that this council makes put us in this nightmare where
neighbors turn on neighbors while the city at best turns a blind eye and at worst actively encourages it.

There are other options available so can you please explain these policies decisions. Why are we criminalizing
houseless folks for trying to stay alive? What is council doing regarding rents that are spiking out of control?
On greedy landlords renovicting long-term residents so they can jack up the rent? On condo developers only
building homes that are outside the realm of affordability not only for houseless fotks but g0 percent of the
population? How is it good policy to waste my tax dollars on harassing and criminalizing people who are just
trying to live their lives? How much money has been and will be wasted by the police, by bylaw, by sanitation
workers to pick on folks that have nothing? How much of that money could be put into actual supportive and
dignified housing to transform our city in one that is caring and compassionate? (please note shelters are not
caring, supportive or dignified housing so please stop claiming that they are).

We are living in an uncertain world where the actions of our elected officials today will have long term
consequences and chart a path on whether people believe they will be able to work within the system to
make change or whether we need to build something new. so willyou make poticy decisions to allow for the
most vulnerable to live their lives or will you push people to take their own actions to stop the deaths of their
neighbors you are needlessly causing.

Regards,

Blake McCall
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Dear Members of City Council and Fellow Hamiltonians:

Not so long ago, we \ rere holding onto the best kept secret in Canada.
This city, with its vibrant culture, strong community, thriving arts scene,
ineredible geography and centralized location was something not many
people outside of Hamilton seemed to acknowledge or care about.
We were cool with that because we knew we had a good thing going here-
and we still do!

However, as we now know, the secret's out. Individuals from every corner
of the province, the country and the globe have come to Hamilton to visit,
live and work and discovered just how beautiful this city really is.
While the influx of new Hamiltonians has definitely made our city an even
better place to be, it has also contributed to increased demand for housing
as well as an astronomical rise in property values and rents.
This in turn, has lead to the housing crisis we have been experiencing over
the course of the last few years. There is no way to sugar-coat the situation:
this is a housing crr'sis and it requires our immediate attention.

Sadly, the amount of deliberation and debate surrounding housing has
been far greater than any concrete action taken to address this issue. We
are now faced with the reality that many of our brothers and sisters are
residing in tents rather that safe, affordable homes. I would like to submit
to council that the solution to this issue is not to simply take doyrn the tents
and move on. The issue of homelessness affects every person in this city
and when even one individual is living in precarious, inadequate or
dehumanizing circumstances, o:ur entire commumfgr feels the negative
effects of this reality. Residence's concerns regarding vandalism, safety etc
are not a result of homelessness. They are the direct result of the social
inequality that has created conditions where homelessness can thrive.
As a concerned Hamiltonian, I would urge council to take immediate
action. This city already owns a myriad of locations which can easily be
used as affordable housing units and I would also suggest that council
consider imposing a rent ceiling so that rents in Hamilton can once again
become both reasonable and affordable for all those who call Hamilton
home.

Sincerely,
Leo Dragtoe



Kevin Simms
Ward l Resident

4u(t+)
22 October 2021

City of Hamilton
ATTN: Clerk
71 Main Street West
Hamilton, Ontario
L8P 4Y5

To Cig Council;

BE: Delegations to Planning Committee opposing encampments

I am a long-time resident of Wards i and 2 in Hamilton, I bave read excerpts of delegations made

to the City's Planning Coumiuee concerning houseless people and the encampments whero they
live.

Many af these delegations perpstufltod the othering of htuseless people in the City. They made

claims about encampmeats that are eithet Ex.s$ppofied by facts, or wilfrrlly blind to the reality that
houseless peopie have norarhere else to live, or both.

?hey peddle th* lie endorsed by 'fferd 2 Cau*cillor Jason Farr, that t]re people who live in
encamprnents are rot Hamiltonians. The implication that these human beiags don't deserve the

basic rightto secwity of parson is reprehensible.

If you are concsrxed Ihat there is danger for encampment resideuts and their neighbours due to the

conditions in encampments, you owe it to every citizen to er$lre safe and appropriate housiag is

available for encaupmentresidents now. You owe ilto all ofusto elimkate the HamiltonHousing
waitlist now.

Listening exclusively to the concerns of housed people like these delegates aad alt of you, se{Yes

no one. To date, the City has failed to ensure safe, stable, permanent housing for encampment
residents. This does a disservice to all Hamiltonians.

I and thousands of other Hamiltonians want to see you ensure the safety of all Hamiitonians. We
want you to prioritize the fundamental rights and safety of those most vulnerable to violence, and
discriminatitrn on housing status.

c0,: Hamilton Encampment Support Network
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To Hamilton City Council,

I am writing as a citizen of Ward 2 who is deeply concerned and frustrated by
the City of Ha"miltou's policy towards unhoused citizens. For the last year I
have speat time getting to krrotn, my unhoused neighbours, learning about their
experiences without permanent shelter in a city that is filled with empt}. houses.

The delegations to the city's mmt recent Planuing Committee meeting speak to
the hatred and stigma that unhoused folks face every day from the most powerful
people and institutions in our society. In the face of this, unhoused citizens
respond with the most natural human impulse: to form community. These
commuaities-encamprnents on stolen public and private land-keep unhoused
residents safe.

The only people qualifled to decide whether or not shelters a;re a& alternative
are the people rrho are being asked to live in them. Shelters impose a number
of dehumanizing conditions on residents. To enter a shelter one must sacriflce
their pets, the majority of their possessions, and their access to community.
Shelters sutrject unhoused. residents to noise, violence, a,ud arbitary rules (that
would never be applied to me in the home I reat) like a prohibition otr smoking,
drinking, and drug use which, for people with substance use issues, could kill
them. This doesn't happen in the encampment communities where these citizens
choose to live. If the city continues to fail to provide safe, permanent, housing for
unhoused members of our cornmunity, then it is only just to allow these citizens
to survive as best they can in the communities they choose for themselves on
stolen public and private land. Whether due to unlivatrle colditions or a lack
of space, unhoused folks will continue to choose what is best for themselves and
form encamped communities rather than sacrifice their belongings, pets, and
foiends for a shelter space. The city's destruction of these communities makes
it impossible for encampment residents to prepaxe for the winter, and scatters
them away from supports that keep them alive, and are as good as murder.

There are two tales of encamprnents in Haurilton. The flrst is told by city
counci[ors like Jason Farr: that encampments are unsafe and that citizens would
be tretter off in shelters. The secoud is told by Jason Farr's real constituents,
aflfluent members of our society, business owners, aud generally speaking people
living in safe permanent housing, that encampments drive down property values,
make it difficult for entrepeneurs to contiaue gentrifying the city, and get in the
wa,y of efforbs to make parks look nicer. The {orrrrer narrative ie really cover for
the latter. I{the city doesa't step up now aad guareatee the right of encampment
residents to seek sa,fety in community on stolen putrlic and private land, we, the
rrrany citizens in this city who care about our unhoused neighbours, will never
forget. Come election time we will be organized, and you will have to a,nswer
for the deaths you are causing. Perhaps you've lost touch with basic human
deceny so let me remind you: making pafks nicer for housed citizens and
businesses isnlt a justiffcatinn for killing people.

With Sincere Rage,

James Lambert
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October 22,zAZt

To the Hamilton City Councit,

My name is Garrett Johnson, and I am a resident of Ainslie Wood West in Hamilton. l'm writing to
contest delegations made regarding housing encampments and the effect they are having on your

neighbourhoods and their residents {whose interests you have the duty to represent). I would like this

submission to be included in the Act.27 Council Agenda. l'd like to begin with a definition of resident:

"RESIDENT, persons. A person coming into a place with intention to establish his domicil or permanent

residence, and who in consequence actually remain$ there. Time is not so essential as the intent,

executed by making or beginning an actual establishment, though it be abandoned in a longer, or
shorter period." {Bouvier's Law Dictionary}

l'm wondering if there \rrere any efforts made to hear from residents living permanently in your city and

currently in encampments to speak on issues being brought forward regarding these encarnpments.

Surely it is understandable that in any issue there may be rnultiple perspectives that influence the
understanding of a situation, and that all known perspectives be considered when practicing due

diligence.

It is an unfortunate problem that in our society there is a situation where many people are unable to
find safe housing and services to maintain their wellbeing. A pandemic will inevitably limit resources

available to the city to provide for these pecple and therefore resources available to the residents in

encampments.

This problem is a societal issue, and I suggest a slightly different perspective when looking to solve it
than the one I have inferred when reading delegate submissions. A more holistic and long-term method

for any city to improve the reputation and aesthetic of security and safety for homeowners in
neighbourhoods is not to evacuate undesirable constituents but to provide solutions to the initial
problem. The problem is not that there are dirty, seemingly mentally itl people living in neighbourhoods
alongside "normal", clean, affluent people who have no experience interacting with poverty * the
problem is that there are no solutions for people who fall into poverty that also provide similar freedom,
dignity, and mobility to encampments. lf the eyacuation method is taken, and voluntorv (and

comparable) situations qr programs alternative to encampments are not provided, the issue wilt
continue to come back indefinitely.

I would here provide a reminder that the status quo actions of government has been to represent
taxpayers and homeowners, and not necessarily all residents or inhabitants of a city. Though not alt non-
taxpayers are ignored {eg. children, people in hospitals, elderly, etc.}, houseless adult populations are
not often considered which perhaps implies an assumption that they will never be taxpayer$ or
homeowners.

Regarding the delegation from Paul McDonald, owner of Club 77, I would suggest that it may be more
likely that the hundreds of people drinking alcohol {a known diuretic} in his establishment may be

urinating on his property more frequently than the houseless residents in his neighbourhood. I would



also bring up to the city that there is a tevere lack of resources for public washroorns that has hecome

an issue during the pandemic which no doubt we have all recognized at some point while going for a

walk or driving in the city and finding previcus restrooms in gas stations and restaurants to be closed to
the public.

ln closing, I would recommend that when balancing the issues of safety, and rights to life and security,
that residents in one socioeconomic class not be put above those of another socioeconornic class. Equal

weight should be applied to concerns regarding encampments from those residing in the encampments
and for those who live in houses next to them. Though homelessness is an issue that has been present in
cities for most of history, we should consider that so too was cornmon dysentery, cholera, and open
sewage in streets up until very recent history. With this understanding we may consider ourselves less

helpless to Breater problems, and that there may be solutions - though they require an empathy we
currently do not posses.

Thank you,

Garreft Johmon

G
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Subject: For October 27th Planning Committee Meeting

From: Klyde Broox
Sent: Friday, October 22, ZAZI L2:00 PM

To: glctb@-h"afit*$r;=e; tiifq @ he:qq+
Subject For October 27th Planning Committee Meeting

To: The Hamilton City Council Planning Committee

Submission on: ltem 9.3 on the October 19s meeting agenda: Motion for Enforcement of Encampment Bylaws.

Hello respective Commifiee Members,

I am an ordinary Hamiltonian who has been both homeowner and renter in our beloved city. I have recently had to seek

housing accommodation when the apartment I had been renting was sold. During the period of uncertainty between
getting notice to vacate and securing new accommodation, I was particularly depressed and had to struggle to keep
myself focused on day-to-day tasks. Therefore, I am thinking that if just the suggestion of possible homelessness

depressed and distracted me so rnuch, then, Iiterally homeless people with addiction issues, and/or mental health
challenges should be even more depressed, distressed, distracted and stress. I also base my position on the premise that
"housing is a human right". Thus, I am, obviously, somewhat biased for the encarnpment residents.

On the other hand, when I used to be a homeowner I lived at Jackson and Dundurn facing Jackson Park and my kids used

to call the park their "office" when they were growing up, so I can understand the extent of a homeowney's anxiety at an

encampment in your neighbourhood park. I do get what I saw while watching the yideo of the delegations on the
encampment issue, the homeowners and business owner's perspective. I comprehend the empathy fatigue, the anxiety
over property security, personal security, the angst derived from having something unpleasant affecting one's daily life,
one's sense of taxpayer's privilege. I believe the delegate who says the "human element is not lost on us".

ln response. I suggest that all thcse stresses and anxieties are nnultiplied tenfold, perhaps a hundred-fold for the
homeless. Let us balance empathy fatigue and compassion weariness with consideration for the endurance fatigue and
resiliency weariness of the homeless. Encampments have been going on for a year. As far as the houseless are
concerned, homelessness has been going on forever. Lamentably, I think all criminal activity in encampment
surroundings become stereotypically linked to encampments, leading to an unfortunate conflation of hornelessness and
lawlessness

I seek here to respectfully remind respective comrnittee members of City Council's relative responsibility to provide
security for every sector of society. I also think it is unfair to claim that encampment residents 'teem to have a stronger
voice", in Hamilton, when it is only the effort of advocacy and agency by safely housed people that has represented the
homeless who are too busy surviving that ongoing trauma to advocate for themselves as home and business owners are
doing in the video I watched. Please, do not let the subtextual notion of the entire presentation that it is the privileged
community and committee v€rsus the homeless and severely underprivileged. The callfor increased enforcement was
much louder than the whispers and asides about housing for the homeless, the enforcement of the human right to
housing must outweigh the enforcement of by laws and homeowners and business owners property rights, especially
since the encampments are on public property.

City Hall must solve the encampment problem by finding housing for the homeless in currently empty housing units in
the city. Personally, I support secure respectable relocation instead of summary eviction.

$incerely,

Klyde Broox
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Subiecr FW:

From: Kat Williams
Sent: Friday, October 22,2A21.12:00 PM

To: E le rL@ ho_urltsn -cA

Cc: info@hesn.ca

Subiect:

Dear City of Hamilton Planning Committee and Councillor Farr,

As a worker in Ward 2 in the North End, I'd like to object to some of the disturbing testimonies of some of my

neighbours who are blaming systemic municipal issues on vulnerable individuals in our community and our fellow

neighbours who are sleeping rough.

The encampments are not the problem in Hamilton; a lack of affordable housing and safe, supportive spaces that serve

our community is. Why are we criminalizing poverty, a lack of housing, and mental health? Why do folks who are already

suffering bear the brunt of the ignorance and fear of their more affluent neighbours as well as humiliation, and

dehumanization enacted by Hamilton's police force and social services professionals?

We have never had any issues with our encampment neighbours at our workplace and I arn woried for them now that
the weather is turning cold. We need commi$ees like yours to move forward with broad-spectrum solutions to issues

like access to clean public washrooms, safe, supported spaces for recreational drug use, warming areas and dignified

places to sleep that are accessible to folks with disabilities, families, and pets. Please include this in the Oct 27th council

agenda.

Respectfully,
Kat Williams

I
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Subiect: Encampment Enforcement Discussions

From: Hannah MacDonald

Sent: FridaY, October 22,2A2111:59 AM

To: clerk@hamilton'ca
Cc info@hesn,ca

Subiect; Encampment Enforcement Discussions

To whom it maY concern,

My name is Hannah, r rive and work in ward 3. r,m writing to express my concerns regarding the delegations that took

prace during the Encampment Enforcement discussions. peopre who tive in encampments are people, our

neighbours, not sorne nuisance to be callously swept under the rug'

I urge council to approach Hamilton's housing crisis with compassion, and not just for the condo owners who can't

afford patio furniture. wourd the money spent poricing and tearing down encampments not be better spent coming up

with real housing solutions?

please inctude my submission in the october 27th council agenda'

Thank you!

Hannah MacDonald

1



Pilon, Janet l rt (rr)
Subject: encampments

From: nicole tollenaar
Sent: Friday, October 22,7A21,11:59 AM
To: clerk@hamifton.ca
Subiect: encampments

Greetings.
This email is in regards to the Planning Committee delegations that took place with respect to Encampment

Enforcement discussions pushed forward by my Councillor; Jason Farr.

As a front-line worker I am well aware that there is a disconnect between the narrative that the city pushes; that
Hamilton has adequate shelter space to provide for anyone who needs it. However, as someone who works directly with
shelter"s throughout the city, l'm well aware that people are turned away due to meiltal health complexities, substance
use, service restrictions, ect and that many shelters have barriers, Iike curfews and inflexible policies, that ensure some

folks cannot access them. Likewise, shelters can be yiolent, fiaumatic, and unsafe {re: covid outbreaks, theft, stigrna,
ableism, ect) environments and should not be the only options for those who do nst feel like shelters provide a safe
space.

While every individualwithin the encampments surely deserves better, the options in the hamilton shelter system or on
an abysmally long waitlist are currently woefully adequate. When my councillor pushes to evict these encampments, I

see a co{rncillor who is trying to invisibilize and demonize those in our community who are trying to survive.

Below Ihave included references
*Ftamilton sets S1o.8M
*Hamitton heme prle

I would like to formally note that I would like my submission included in the Oct 27th Council agenda

thanks,
nicole tollenaar
ward 2

My understanding is that the curent wait for affordable housing in Hamilton is three to five years, with over 5.000
people on that list*. At the same time. prices for housing have soared by approx 23Yo* a*d rental prices

have also skyrocketed 24% - both in the last year alofle.

L
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Subject: Encampment Support

From: Natalie Castellino
Sent: Friday, October 22,20?.111:58 AM
To: clerL@hanil1qq.qa
Cc: itfgffi.h-e-se.!a
Subject: Encampment Support

We urgently need you to voice your support for encampment residenh. We cannot stress this enough - it is
absolutely a matter of life and death. Winter is almost upon us. People died last winter, and will die this winter.
Criminalizing encampments is not support. To echo a quote circulating this week: we used to fight homelessness, when
did we start fighting the houseless?

Natalie Castellino {she/her}

1
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Submission to be inctuded in the Oct 27 CouncilAgenda regarding encampment enforcement

Froml Navin Garg

Sent: Friday, October 77,2A7\ 11:58 AM

To: tlc&@-haniliar^ca
Cc: idq@he_eij-sq
Subject: Submission to be included in the Oct 27 Council Agenda regarding encampment enforcement

To Whom lt May Concern,

I am writing this submission to contest the current delegations.

A quick read through the current delegations makes it clear that the current focus of these individuals is in prioritizing

their own comfort over that of unhoused individuals. For example, Par,rl McDonald complained about the smell of urine

surrounding his club. and blamed it on encampment residents, using this as a justification for the removal of said

encampments. This illustrates the ways in which the profit and comfort of housed individuals is being prioritized over

the ability of encamprnent residents to perform basic bodily functions. Furthermore, it is the city's responsibility to
ensure that safe and clean public restrooms are accessible to the public.

Given the fact that many encampment residents have been banned by shelters, which thernselves are often unsafe,

there is no safe environrnent other than encampments for people to live. Even when residents are admitted into
shelters, it is only as a ternporary "band-aid" solution to the endemic issue of houselessness.

Considering these factE it is clear that the only real solution to houselessness is the construction of permanent and

stable housing where people can live and be safe in their own private space. The removal of encampments is both

unethical and unfeasible; if the amount of permanent housing available is insufficient for the unhoused population of
hamilton, there is no place for people to live other than in encarnpments, AIIthat is achieved by destroying an

encampment is the further marginalization of it's residents. lf sustainable, safe, long-term housing was made available,
people would have no need for encampments; the inhumane, excessive, criminal violence currently used to destroy
them could no longer be excused by those who seek to perpetrate it.

Thank you for your time,
Navin
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Written Delegation: Encampments

From: LaurelCarter
Sent: Friday, October ?,2,2A2111:57 AM

To: clerk@hamitton.ca
Sufuiec* Written Delegation: Encampments

I would like this submissiorr to be included in the Oct 27th Council agenda

Hamilton councillors, neighbours and friends.

I am writing with the utmost of concern for our neighbours in tents in Hamilton. The pandernic has hit the city hard in

many ways, but one of the most glaring is the increased wealth disparity and access to resources for our unhoused

neighbours.

Food insecurity is at an all-time high, and many of the resources that were once available to citizens disappeared during

the pandemic. Mutual aid groups have emerged throughout this pandemic to try and play a part ln supporting those

facing houselessness and food insecurity. but they are only a bandaid, and not a true systemic solution. I'rn a part of the
grCIup who has implemented Community Fridges in three locations across the city and the intense need from the
community for these fridges is deeply troubling. When we went to build a list of other food resources to post on the
fridges for when folks found them ernpty, rnany of the places we called were either closed for access or operating under

drastically reduced hours or accessibility due to the pandemic. Protecting collectlve safety from Covid-19 meant that
unhoused people could not freely access food resources like donation banks and kitchens. Less people walking and

carrying cash meant that less small funds were flowing to them through their neighbours. Less beds in shelters meant
less access to roofed accommodations and a serious decline in safety when beds were available to them.

Shelters are, unfortunately, not accessible to all those who need them. Violently removing communities of people, our
neighbours, from parks is inhumane. The city cannol and has acknowledged that they cannot, ensure that there are

always beds available - and even when they are, the shelters do not guarantee a safer night than sleeping in a tent
where you feel safe.

We have seen what encampment tear-downs look like in the United States and in Toronto. The brutal police presence at
Lamport Statement cost the city 52M and saw police responding violently to both unhoused people and those who
showed up to suppori them. We saw entire tents and belongings torn down and trashed, people thrown to the ground,
trauma caused. And $2Vl wasted on an excessive show of police force that could have gone towards creating more
sustainable long-term affordable housing.

It's so easy for those of us with wealth, with homes, with stability, to sit and discuss the existence of people in tents in
parks. lt's so easy to complain from high horses about the "ineonvenience" these people are apparently giving us. And
it's deeply disturbing to hear so many of our neighbours here in Hamilton refer to human beings, who are trying their
best to survive and thrive, as inconveniences. We are alljust a few bad strokes of luck or circumstance away from food
and housing insecurity. One job loss at a time of economic peril, a few missed payments on a mortgage or rent away

frpm houselessness, At a time when we all claim to be "in this together", we need to ensure that "together" includes

those who are impoverished, in need, and stillour neighbours.

Please, please support our neighbours.

Laurel Carter
Ward 3 Resident
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Please include this subrnission in the Oct 27 Council agenda -- regarding en€ampments in the City of
Hamilton

From: David Mivasair
Sent: Friday, October 22,202L 11:56 AM

To: qjelkj@bemitlqrt ca
Cc:Ufg&"be5rgc.
Subject: Please include this submission in the Ocl77 Council agenda * regarding encampments in the City of Hamilton

Dear Mayor and Council,

Homelessness has been with us for a very long time. It is
not likely to end any time Soon. Some 2,600 years ago/
the Prophet Isaiah in the Bible taught that a moral
response means materially caring for those in need/ not
making halfway measures. He said:

n:J x'l4 a'Jr'rp n',:Url,:l4ry? :it1! o-tp x'ila:
a?ynn N) IlqrtBt ,in'Q)] Dril ;'rx-"ln-!!.

Share your bread urith the hungry

and bring the homeless poor into your house;

when you see the naked, to eover him,

and not to hide yourself from your own flesh.

In Hamilton, there are hundreds of homeless poor for
whom there simply is no adequate housing. If we are not
going to bring them into our own houses aS the Prophet
Isaiah teaches, and until adequate housing solutions are
available, w€ aS a Society need at least to allow Some
places where they can create temporary homes for
themselves because of having nowhere else that they find
su ita ble.
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There are many others in Hamilton who are far more
experienced and knowledgeable than I am regarding this
issue. I hope you will take their counsel and end the
attempt to shut down encampments without providing
adeq uate alternatives.

Thank you very much,

David

Rabbi David Mivasair

"Hur*an Sr*giess is *either a*torna{is fior inet'itahle...
Every step tsward the Eoal sf jr.istice requires sacsifie"
sufferirrg. and s{rirsgb; t!'}e ti{eless exertjou$ a*d
passionaie co*cern +f dedic*ted individr.rels"'

Martin Luther King Jr.
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Subject: October 27th Agenda Submission

From: Katie Sullivan
Sent: Friday, October 22,24219:40 AM

To: qletkShEryllLat:.se
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Network <i*&-€!ffiLeA>
Subject: October 27th Agenda Submission

Good Moming,

lwould like this delegation included in theoctober 27th council agenda.

l'd like to contest the delegations from Octaber 19th regarding encampment enforcement discussions,

Out of sight, out of mind is the overarching theme I have observed in regards to the treatment of encampment

residentJ in the city. Comments from delegations on the 19th reinforce this mindset and it's heartbreaking thinking
that individuals took the time to put those tales together instead of being curious as to why the city is in the housing

and mental health crisis it is in, or edueating themselves on possible alternatives other than evicting people.

Calling the police on the "mentally disturbed", complaining about the smell of urine, and prioritizing patio furniture

over human beings is shameful- especially coming from a white, housed group of delegates. Of course, it isn't any

one of these delegates comments that capture the issues facing the city today. Altogether, they say something very
important about the obvious divide in Hamilton and the individuat approach some Hamiltonians have adopted
(including council) when it comes to "protecting themselves" and making decisions about housing, care, and social

services using a self-centered lens as opposed to a collective, community oriented approach. You may claim to be
thinking of "the community" when you protect those who delegated on the 19th - but which voices are always
missing and who are never protected?

Seeing encampments and making assumptions about how to "solve" them, without informing that solution with those
currently living in one or with lived experiences themselves is inhumane, but also inefficient and unproductive. There
are solutions to work towards ending our housing and mental health crisis - but a foundational shift needs to happen
and I hope that city councilwill reflect and become further informed from the experts themselves: those who have
Iived experience. When council votes in the interest of yourselves and the interests of those without any sort of first-
hand experience on issues that largely do not impact you, at least not in the ways that they do others - specifically
lndigenous, Black, and POC families, women, people with disabilities and youth, you erase these identities in that
process. When you say you care and then turn around and make exclusionary, oppressive policy, it is nothing
more than performative compassion involving no real solidarity.

Shelters are unsafe and inaccessible for many, OW is nowhere near our cost of living in Hamilton, and we have only
one safe injection site. lnstead of complaining about isolated, symptoms of the real issues - think about what's
underlying and stop blaming individuals for a system that has been built for them to fallthrough- a system we
maintain when we ignore those with lived experiences. We collectively fail our communities when we ostracize and
push people into the outskirts - if you move encampments, they will still exist, only further away, making it harder for
everyone to care for one another and harder for anyone to access services they need. Wnter is approaching and the
death count that will start to climb should be weighing on the entire city, but especially council should you
not consider long-term, well-rounded solutions informed by those with lived-experience,

The delegations from the 19th sounded to me like no one feels a sens of obligation, care or responsibility to any
one else other than themselves- they don't see the housing crisis as having anything to do with them, however it

does. These delegates have been failed by the city as well - as they clearly haven't been given an example

1



of collectivif or the interconnectivity of communi$ - how everyone's actions impact one another and our roles in
both the successes and failures of city issues. The city I dream of living in sees inequalities and inequities as
impacting evervone. If we only prioritize the comfort of some we will always be failing evervone. I urge council to set
a new example of a way forward - listening and honouring the entire community, not just those who are easier for
councilto care for. We cannot continue to ignore underlying systemic injustices. Council can lead its community in
that direction if it so chooses. Hamilton is full of amazing and beautiful people - I spend my time here with many
people in encampments and those who are housed. We need to do better, this is not about moving people and
ignoring the roots of problems for selfish purposes. I hope if nothing else this letter has given you room for reflection
and nudged you to turn to organizations like HESN, DJNO, the Legal Clinic and HCCI for insight into community
care and justice work.

Thank you for your time,
Katie Sullivan
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: FW:

From: Alexa MacKenzie

Sent: Friday, October 22.,2AZL 9:38 AM

To : qie,{klp bq ryrltt$, c_a

Cc: H am i lton Enca m pment Su pport Network <i$.fg-@"hSgf.Cg>

Subiect:

Please include my submission in the October 27th agenda

Dear Hamilton City Council,

As a housed resident in Ward 3, every day Isee the impact that the housing crisis has had on our vulnerable

population: in the alleyway behind my house, in the parks where I walk my dog, and the businesses I frequent.

The encampments that have become more apparent over the pandemic are a stark reminder of the

inequatities in our city. These include rising rent and housing costs, loss of emoyment, and most severely, the
lack of social supports. Even when these exist, they are often operated with barriers that exclude the people

who need them the most.

I think the encampment residents and other citizens can agree that encampments are not an ideal solution to
a complex problem. However, criminalizing houselessness only exacerbates the issue and serves nothing other
than optics and privilege.

I call on you, the city council, to see the encampment residents as real human beings who deserve to be

valued over private property or business. ln concrete terms, this means not criminalizing houselessness. I beg

you to shift this direction and delegate with empathy.

I stand in solidarity with my unhoused neighbours

Sincere16
Alexa MacKenzie
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: FW: Submission for planning committee meeting on Oct 27th, ?A21- please include

From: Cait Maclennan Penman
Sent: Friday, October 22,zOZt 9:35 AM

To: {lsii{ghe"Mtql-$e
Cc: info@hresn.ca

Subject: Submission for planning committee meeting on Oct 27th,202L- please include

Hello,

My name is Caitlin MacLennan Penman and I am a homeowner and resident of Ward L. My spouse and I own 58 Magill

St. where we reside with our three young children, I am writing today to express my support for my houseless

neighbour and to express my dismay at the prospect of criminalizing the encampments.

Encampments are in no way ideal or aspirational. However, the current housing crisis that we find ourselves in,

specifically the lack of affordable, safe housing has left some of our neighbours with no other options. lt is not

unreasonable to not want to stay in an unsafe shelter system during a pandemic {especially when Covid19 outbreaks

occurred again and again over the past L8 months). Unhoused people are not criminals. Encampments are an indictment

of an unjust system, not a homeless individual. lf encampments are criminalized, where do those opposed suggest that
unhoused people go? At the root of it, dismantling and criminalizing the encampments, without offering actual housing,

suggests a complete lack of regard for human life. People who are unhoused are as deserving of life and security as

property owners. lt is not illegal to exist. lt is not illegal to make wealthier, property owners feel uncomfortable.

As I mentioned above, we have three small children. There are a number of tents and encampments in our

neighbourhood that we pass by regularly, including at the end of our street and in the park where our church's children's
programming takes place. Our children are not afraid nor have they ever been "bothered" by anyone in an encampment.

Rather, they are dismayed at the fact that we live in a city where there is not enough affordable housing for everyone.

We do not feel threatened, scared or "put out" by our houseless neighbours. We feel scared of a city that is trying to
criminalize our neighbours. We feel worried that we live in a society that considers the value of a property worth more
than the value of a human life. How could I worry more about the property value of my house when so many of my

neighbours cannot afford a safe and dry place to sleep. I think we need to be honest when we hear arguments against

the encampment in relation to property values" Our house has increased substantially in value since we moved in April

2020. This is a privilege that we are afforded because we have access to health, education and capital.

As winter approaches, I worry that some of my neighbours will die. Criminalizing the encampments will exacerbate this. I

do not want the city to be fighting my houseless neighbours. I want the city to be working to create ways to keep my

neighbours safer, and this includes investment in housing and health.

Sincerly,

Caitlin MacLennan Penman
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: homeless in Hamilton: for inclusion in Agenda for Oct 27th

From: John Bowen
Sent: Friday, October 22,2021,10:02 AM
ro: qlerk@hqailtqryca

Cc:gfo-&hg:-tLgg.
Subject: homeless in Hamilton: for inclusion in Agenda for Oct 27th

Dear Councillors:

We are writing in support of the efforts of the Hamilton Encampment Support Network.

As home owners ourselves, we understand the concerns of those who are affected negatively by

encampments. But the issue is not one-sided.

We believe that a mark of a civilized society is how we treat the marginalized among us. They lack the
resources to give them the quality of life our society thinks are basic to human dignity. They become "the
canary in the coalmine": their hardship is a warning sign to the rest of society that we are not as healthy as we
like to think, and in the long run we will all suffer.

Speaking as Christians, we are challenged by Jesus' command to love our neighbours as ourselves-which
means that those who are houseless should be treated with at least the same consideration and respect as

those living in condos and single-family dwellings. The poor are no less bearers of the image of 6od than the
rich, and therefore are due equal dignity and care.

We urge Council not simply to criminalize the encamprnents, nor to assume, "Oh, they can go to the
shelters," but to seek humane, long-term solutions.

Sincerely,
John P. Bowen (Professor Emeritus, Wycliffe College, University of Toronto)
Deborah C. Bowen {Professor Emerita, Redeemer University}
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Suhject: Communlty Concern

Frorn: Erica Ames
Sent: Fridap October 2?",202110:21" AM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca
Subject: Community Concern

Hello,
I am writing today out of €oncern for my unhoused cammunity members residing in Hamilton. I grew up in the general

Hamilton area and have studied Law & Society and Human Rights at Laurier. I arn continuously disappointed by the city's

response to the housing crisis and lack of respons* to social resources. This last year and a half additional conditions like

the pandemic and the housing market skyrocketing has created dire housing insecurity-

That's why reading the recent delegations put forth by small business owners, like Paul McDonald of Club 77, is so

aggravating. The conditions these affluent community members are complaining about are results of failures in social

policy. These delegations were written by folks who clearly lack in bandwidth and the ahitity to understand the social

factors, rnisuse of government funding and socioeconomic elements to the "issues" (lack of resources) of unhoused

folks.
Prioritizing optics and capital is NOT going to solve the obvious consequences of a housing crisis. Affordable housing,

free housing, basic income, social resources, more public washrooms, safe injection sites, and other harm reductive

initiatives are actions the city can make to create a more thriving community in Hamilton.

ls the ciry listening to the voices of folks who have better, innovative and humane answers?

I invite the city to llsteil to the youth activists, academics and study other global communities with lower houseless

rates. lnstead of taking complaints from business owners and making harsh decisions with no consideration for the LIVES

of people they are discussing.

Thank you for reading,

Erica
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Pilon, Janet

Subiect: submission for OCT 27TH COUNCIL AGENDA

From: Cara & Mark Siska

Sent: FridaY, October 22,282110:27 AM

Tc: clerk@hamitton.ca
Cc: info@hesn.ca

itUi".t*rn*i*on for OCT 27TH COUNCIL AGENDA

r dont know where my daughter srept rast night, or the night before. she is one of the many people in Hamilton at the

moment experiencing homeressness due to irentar health issues and addiction. She has, in the past' climbed into a

dirty, wet tent. Desperate to get away from a worse Situation, and she was let in' lt was safe for a night because

someone, maybe worse off than her, allowed her to share their space' lt's the humane thing to do' Even these

vulnerable people who have so little know that. They werent always in this situation. Life has been better' Despite

what you believe, it could be your kid one day. lf their encampments are removed and deemed criminal, it will have iust

eotten a lot worse for everyone. Where do you think they will go?

The growing need for people to set up tents and call them home is a very tragic situation, and a blatant sign that

soMETHtNG NEEDS To BE DoNE To suppoRT THESE pEopLE lN NEED. Mental health and addictions do make for

messy living as they try to survive from one day to the next. Thats a reality the rest of us have to accept' so, add a

bathroom...enforce clean up as mandatory. supply garbage cans. until resources are available to help , there is no

other option for these people trying to survive on nothing'

tT TAKES A VILLAGE used to be true. Not So much in this modern day. The neighbouring residents are inconvenienced , I

wont deny that, but better actions need to be put into place. Hamilton has so many Ereenspaces that these MoTHERS,

FATHERS, DAUGHTERS AND SONS, could use to protect themselves. Until theres a better solution' let them have some

space.
Why not just go to a shelter? BECAUSE THAT l5 NOT AN OPTION I THE SHELTERS FILL UP. PEOPLE ARE TURNED AWAY

EVERY N|GHT. SOME pEOpLE DONT MEET THEIR .CR|TERIA ". We all know that drug use and mental health crisis are on

the rise. We have to face it, and deal with it! These PEOPLE are not "junkies" and "mentally disturbed" but real people

that deserve to be treated with dignity and some compassion. Their lives did not always look like this. lt can happen to

anyone as I have had to witness. lts painful and its scary. This is not a choice, but survival. Those that are supporting

criminalizing these encamprnents would feel differently if they were faced with a loved one whos life was at risk because

Hamilton residents want to "ciean up" the neighbourhood. lt breaks my heart that society would rather keep things

"looking good" than help their most vulnerable neighbours. We rnust do better. We have lost too many already. This is

far too big to sweep under the rug. Making it criminalwilljust lead to bigger problems.
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Subiect: delegation for Oct 27th councilmeeting RE encampments

From: Kendra
Sent: Friday, October ZZ, Z}ZL 10:29 AM
To: qie i& @,ba&i ltqr. e_a

Cc: iptrZ@hegn"cA

Subject: delegation for oct 27th council meeting RE encampments

Hello,

I am submitting a written delegation for the october 27th council meeti ng about encampments. I want my delegationincluded in the October 27th council agenda.

I am a rnember of the Hamilton community, and fortunately, I am lucky enough to have a safe place to live that I can callhome' Having a place to call home is an innate human need. Everyone tries to make a home the best place they can, thebest way they can' People who live in Hamilton's encampments are doing just that. Furtherrnore, they are members ofour community who deserve to be treated with respect.

Like most people, seeing encampments in our community is upsetting to me. walking by them triggers many feelings,
such as fear, sadness, guilt, and anger. I know our public parks were not designed to te places for people to live. Butwhat is gained by dismantling these encamprnents? People who live there will still have no place to go, and the
dismantling process is dehumanizing and destroys any stability and safety that these people are trying to create in theirlives' when the camp is dismantled, they will do their best to pick up the pieces and try to make a home at a differentlocation, only for the cycle to be repeated. These encampments are not the problem. They are a direct consequence ofour housing crisis and injustices in our society. seeing encampments should make us uncomfortable and motivate us tomobilize our resources and concentrate our efforts on fixing the real problem.

Kendra Foord
Hamilton Resident
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Subject: Encampments in Our Community

From: Marin Hudson
Sent: Fridar October 27,2A219:22 AM
To: clerk@ham ilton.ca
Cc: ir:ft"'gihesn.e*
Suhject: Encampments in Our Cornmunity

Good morning,

I arn emailing to share a statement to be included in the October 27th Council agenda, regarding the existence and
enforcement of encamprnents in our community.

I live in the Stinson neighbourhood and frequently walk or run the Escarpment Rail Trail near rny home. I frequently see
people living in encampments in my neighbourhood, or on rny travels throughout the city. Not once have I felt unsafe
due to the presence of these encampments. lnstead, I feel enraged that our city claims to support our houseless
residents while forcefully evicting them from their homes. I feel enraged that the city claims to be offering housing to
these residents when that housing is not stable, safe, affordable and/or appropriate for their needs {especially for
residents with disabilities).

The residents in our city deserve to live safely, sheltered from the elements and the inherent risks of living outdoors.
They also deserve to live safely outdoors until safe, stable and appropriate housing is available. There are few things
more harmfulto these residents than the city making them feel unwelcome, encouraging other residents to fight against
them, and forcefully dismantling encampments, evicting these residents and destroying their belongings.

I rent because I cannot afford to buy a home (nor to move to another rental property] due to the rising costs in our city. I

own a business, yet I am much, much closer to being houseless than I am to owning a home. By evicting encampment
residents, the city is destroying the little stability these folks have, eliminating any hope of feeling safe, and forcing these
residents to fend for themselves with nowhere to go. As the winter weather approaches, encampment residents,
especially those forced to constantly relocate with nowhere to go, will die. Lives will be lost due to the negligence of our
city to provide safe, stable, appropriate housing. They will be lost because the city chooses to see those facing the
greatest struggles as a burden on our community, instead of an indication that our community must do MORE to
successfully care for and support our community.

Our encampments are not the problem. There is endless evidence to prove that more action is required to protect these
residents and provide viable alternatives to encampments. Until then, the city shoutd be providing safe locations for
encampment residents to live while they improve shelters and create affordable housing.

There is so much more to be said, but it shouldn't need to be. Humans matter more than property. You are gambling
with peoples' lives" Criminalizing encampments is not support. The City of Hamilton must do better.

Sincerely,

Marin Hudson
Ward 3
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Subject: Encampment Enforcements

From: Meaghan Ross

Sent: Friday, October 22,202L 10:35 AM
To: qler k @ fra ryilf.q n$A
Cc: H a m i lto n E nca m pm e nt Su pport N etwork <t.dg-@_hgi!_. qg.>

Subject: Encampment Enforcements

Hetto,

['m writing this email in response tc the detegations rnade this week at the Hamitton Ftanning
Commtttee with respect to encarnpme*t enforcement. ! write as a resident ef Ward I, and ai
someone who has ttved in Hamitton since 20S4.

To be ctear, the detegations rnade to Council are not representative of mysetfn nor are they
representatfve of the \Arays of being vatued by rny friends, coworkers and communities.

It was appaf.ting to hean such devaluation of my houseless neighbours - fotks I tive in comrnuntty
wtth - and to witness disrirnination be given this ptatform; te continue to be totd that fotks tiving
tn encampments cause harm, that Ehey are mentatty'disturbed', and that we shoutd'get rfd of
thern'. What des that mean to say such tfiings about another hurtan being who tives besides you?
How disconnected frcm your own humanity must you be to betieve that thL sotution to a tack of
affordable choice in housing is viotent NI]*tBYisrn?

t betieve we, in Hamftton, can do something different, something better - we can have
communities where we don't hurt each other, where we don't destroy each other's houses, where
we don't discriminate, where we den't have stigma, where we att have what we need, where we
buitd and sustain pubtic infrastructure tilee bathrooms and parks, where we have shetier frorn
winter and the impacts qf ctimate change, where $re're treated with dtgnity and not disgust (and
worse), where we hold each otherl tife and securtty with vatue.

ln fact, I betieve that yotr, Council, have a tot of power to rnake the above happen. That's a reatity
- yau can radicatly change the infrastructure, supports, and norms in Hamilton. You can choose not
to potfce, bytaw and shame your way out of the systemic probtem of housetessness.

Ptease inctude my submission in the Oct 27th Cotrncit Agenda. Other vofces need to be heard when
we talk about encampments; prfntarity those of encarrfment residents, and then atties wcr-king in
sotidarity with thern. Let my votce !e one of many that stands with them so that you know your
constituents de not want this harrnfut, exctusive, deadty version of tommunity you continue to
prioritize.

Arteaghan Ross,
Ward 1
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Delegation - Oct 27th

From: Laura Katz

Sent: Friday, October ZZ,ZQZL 1O:44 AM
To: clerk@hamilton.ca
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Network <info@hesn.ca>

Subject: Delegation - Oct 27th

Good morning I would like this to be included as an official delegation.

I am a resident in Ward 1 and absolutely disgusted and disturbed by the lack of empathy demonstrated by some council
members with concerns around Encampment Enforcernents.

Real people are living in these encampments. Living, breathing, suffering people. This is a matter of life and death.
Winter is almost upon us. People died last winter, and people will die this winter. Do you have a conscience?
Please council, prove to your constituents that you do indeed have one.

Thank you,

Laura Katz
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Subject: This is a matter of life and death.

From: Hannah Uzelac
Sent: Friday, October 2Z,2A2L 1O:50 AM
To: clerk@hamllton.ea
Cc Hamilton fncampment Support Network <tnfo@-hesn"ea>
Suhject: This is a matter of }ife and death.

***Please note that I want the below submission included lN FULL in the Oct 27th Council agenda.

My resporrse to the Planning Committee delegations that took place with respect to the Encampment Enforcement
discr.rssions pushed forward by Councillor Jason Farr:

Julie Leif is correct that housing encampments should not exist. There should be enough housing available in the city of
Hamilton for each and every one of us, not just those who are affluent enough to afford the things many of us take
for granted: a fixed address, a credit score, an able body with which to earn enough money to contribute towards a
place to live, a means of transportation, food, clothing, electricity, trinkets with which to decorate our bodies, and more
However, Hamilton has failed its less affluent citizens who do not have such privileges. There is nowhere for thern to go.
lf by chance there is ever space at a shelter, I would challenge Jutie to take that space and spend a week there.
Houseless people deserve digrrity no less than her or myself or anyone else in this world, and faced with the dismal
situatlon within the shelters of this city, I highly doubt Julie could live there for a full week, {et alone months or years.
Encampments are formed out of desperation, because there is no other viable option * not simply to "inconvenience,'
her or other housed residents of Hamilton.

Dakota Devenyi's delegation is incredibly privileged and arrogant. I would counter that every person on this planet
deserves rights to life and security, not just her and others who are l;ucky enough to be housed in this city. The people
living in encampments have already had their right to safety and security denied by the very broken system in which we
live. Some of us are able to benefit from this system because of our privileges of having such things as an able body, a
white-sounding name, light skin, generational wealth, speaking non-accented English, a loving family to provide a safety
and security net, and many more, while those who do not have these privileges are left behind and forced to make do
on their own. These people living in encarnpments are risking life and limb by sleeping outside on a nightly basis. I

challenge Dakota to live within an encampment and assess encampment residents' level of security. What has Dakota
ever done to assure the right to life and security of anyone ever living in an encampment?

Paul McDonald blames the smell of urine on those living in encampments. I would remind paul that he has brought
something much worse than an odor to the city of Hamilton, in the form of the violence perpetrated in and around Club
77:

r.3?5ss37

1.374.4*1S

httos:llwww"ehc.ca/news'canadalhamiltonlheadtinesliohn-rebecca-oark-1.3625449
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It is events like these that make me feel unsafe within my city, rather than people living in encampments. Shootings and

stabbings make me second guess whether I can go for a walk in my own neighborhood. l do not feel unsafe walking past

an encarnpment. I challenge Paul to shut down his nightclub and convert it into residential space to provide affordable

housing for the individuals who are not perpetrating violence in the area, and are simply trying to live, Or perhaps he can

put some of his generational wealth towards the construction of a proper restroom near the encampment, since he

clearly has taken for granted his unlimite d 2417 access to a working toilet. The fact that Hamilton residents would prefer

a park over his nightclub tells me that I arn not the only one who feels this way.

Bruce Speck: I challenge Bruce and all other owners of new and outrageously expensive condo buildings in Hamilton to
pool their profit and create affordable housing in the city. They are directly contributing to the issue at hand. Countless

Hamilton residents have been renovicted because of greedy landlords looking to new shiny buildings such as Bruce's,

believing that the living space that they have to offer is now worth far more than it actually is. There are people in this
city who do not have the privileges I mentioned above, meaning they could never access the units in Bruce's buitding
and others like i! and yet everyone on this earth has the right to dignified housing. Rather than complaining, he could

actually put his rnoney where his mouth is and do something to alleviate the situation.

Sincerely,

Hannah Uzelac

Ward 3 Resident

Settler on the land originally belonging to:
Hode-no-sau-nee-ga {Haudenosauneeh
An ish i nabewaki *{o.f o-V'{P;
Attiwonderonk (Neutral);
Mississaugas of the Credit First Nation;
and later re-named to Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

httss:llnative- *an_d -sal
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Submission of Written Delegation for Oct 27th Council Agenda

From: Taras Hemon
Sent: Friday, October 22,2A2L 10:58 AM

To:
Cc:HamiltonEncampmentSupportNetwork(...>
Subject: Submission of Written Delegation for Oct 27th Council Agenda

Hello,

I would like to submit a written delegation that I want to be included on the October 27th Council Agenda

As a Hamiltonian and Ward 2 resident, I express my anger and displeasure with the delegations presented on the
October 19th Council meeting, in regards to discussions around Encampment Enforcement. I would especially like to
voice my disappointment and anger with Councillor Far/s position and signal my support for unhoused and

encampment residents. I am disgusted at the lack of empathy towards unhoused and encampment residents; this City

should offer safe and accessible housing for all of its residents and focus on providing compassionate and actual

solutions towards our vulnerable neighbours, instead of continually displacing them for the convenience and comfort of
affluent residents and businesses. To continue, or to even consider continuing a policy of tearing down encampments,
while admitting that there is not enough space in the shelter system, is unethical and violent. We have to consider the
needs of the most vulnerable residents, and provide compassionate and empathetic care and support. I challenge you to
be proper leaders in considering and creating actual solutions that benefit and help those who need it most. As a Ward 2

resident, I am angered and do not feel represented by Councillor Farr and demand he reconsider any and all support of
displacing and causing further harm to unhoused people and encampment residents.

Thank you for accepting my written delegation.

Sincerely,

Taras Hemon

I
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Subject: Delegation for Planning Committee

From: Jessica Hymers
Sent: Friday, October 22,ZAZL11:04 AM
To; ql_e L&gh a ryiilEl.se
Cc: itf"q_@-hern.EA

Subject: Delegation for Planning Committee

I am writing to voice my support for Hamilton's encampments and my neighbours that live there.
I am shocked by the rhetoric that I have heard from some of my fellow Hamiltonians who have submitted delegations to
this committee' Many seem to have forgotten that the people who live in these encampments are our neighbours. They
are people who deserve respect, care, safety, and dignity.
Criminalizing these encamprnents is not support and will certainly result in the death of our neighbours this winter.
I do not support ffiminalizing our city's unhoused citieens and would like to see the rnoney that woutd be spent on this
instead used to provide affordable housing, and housing transition support.

Please include this submission in the October 21 council agenda.
Thank you
Cheers

Jessica
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Hamilton Encampment Delegation

From: Andrea Pohlmann
Sent: Friday, October 22,2A2t 11":06 AM
To: qlqrk@hqmilt*r.*a
€c: inf*,#hery_.g-a

Subject: Hamilton Encampment Delegation

Good morning,

I'm writing today to weigh in on the Encampment Enforcement discussions, and specifically to submit a delegation to be
included in the October 27th Couneil Agenda"

I've seen a lot of vitriol spewed about the encampments formed by our houseless neighbours, and it's upsetting to see. I

think it's really important to remind everyone that not only are there people living in these encampments, but also that
each of us housed people are much closer to living in similar conditions than we are to being millionaires.

Encampments aren't the ideal solution to the houselessness problem absolutely gripping our city, but they are a solution
- which is more than the municipal government has been able to offer despite this being a longstanding issue, Until we
have a better solution that is actually acceptable and helpful, we absolutely cannot take away the only security
encampment residents have.

The delegations that we've seen from Julie Leil Dakota Devenyi, Paul McDonald, and Bruce Speck, among others, are
demonstrating an immense amount of privilege and a severe lack of empathy. What they are saying in their delegations
is that their comfort is rnore important than other peoples' lives. This is a completely unacceptable, and downright
dangerous, approach to this issue.

My personal experience with houselessness is that I was once kicked out of the house I was renting and my belongings
were held hostage by the landlord. I was very lucky: my personal support system and network helped me through my
two weeks of houselessness. Despite being employed full-time and fairly successful generally speaking, I found myself in
a situation with no real supports. I know the feeling of not knowing where you're going to sleep, I know the feeling of
hopelessness that houselessness causes and how hard it is to find somewhere to live or some way to survive when it
feels like everyone and everything has left you behind.

As we navigate a housing crisis, a pandemic, and the harsh conditions of a Canadian winter, we also have to consider
humanity - our own, and that of the people living in encampments. While you consider the path forward I urge you to be
empathetic and understanding that this is people's reality. These are the facts: these are our neighhours, they are
people and they deserve respect - despite the discomfort it might rnake you feel.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Andrea Pohlmann
Ward 2 Resident
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Pilon, Janet

Subiect: Submission Re: encampment enforcement

From: Rebecca Chin
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2021 11:11 AM
IOI - !: ''i.:'' "'a.:-; :L'. --:..'-:.:-I*; -*

Subject: Submission Re; encampment enforcement

Please include my submission on the October 27th counciI agenda

Dear Councillors,

My name is Rebecca Chin, and this year, I have had the distinct privilege to rnove to Hamilton, ward 3 where I have
purchased my first home.

I live just north of Jack C Beemer park, where a small encamped community is set up. I see them there trying to live their
lives. They keep to themselves, they don't approach me or make me feel unsafe in the park.

When I walk past them I think about what it would be to live like this, how hard it must be in the rain or the heat or
snow. I think about how much harder or unsafe or painful other housing options must feel for them to choose living in a
tent. Or I wonder what kind of housing is even inreach for people who find themselves here.

When I see that the tents have been clear:ed I worry about their health and safety. They come back slowly - so I know
they haven't found a better solution. They've just been displaced - pushed along, their humanity weighed less than the
appearance of city prosperity.

Councillors, let me be honest, as someone who paid a large margin over asking for their horne, of course l'm also
concerned about things like my property value, I would probably also find the park more pleasurable to use if the
encampment wasn't there.

But let's all remember that these people are people.

Do they seem 'mentally disturbed' as one delegate described? Let's put our money and efforts into giving mental health
support instead of sending law enforcement to further distress the house-less.

Does it smell like urine outside a night club? Let's ensure there are enough public access restrooms - I think this is the
clty's responsibility. I would also challenge whether this is the fault of the house-less community. I have seen many an
undiscerning clubber in cities all over take reJief on the street. Regardless - a public restroom would serve both.

As a constituent, my family and I demand that you and City Council stop removing people from parks with community
funds. Hamilton Police and Municipal Law Enforcement continuously harass encampment residents and throw away
their belongings. We, the constituents, will not tolerate this violent response to the ongoing housing crlsis.

As winter approaches, please take a moment to consider what it must feel like to live like this and how much more
difficult continual displacement makes it to survive. Please think about who will die this winter.

Please find a better solution.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Chin
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Delegation for od27

From: Olivia Mancini
Sent: Friday, October 22,242L 11:13 AM

To:;g::1-igLaf iiul-t:i;it***_t:i:i.i:X.::
Subject: Delegation for oct27

To the Mayor, city council, and emergency and community services committee:

Encampment residents have a history of complex homelessness and many have been identified as

those with "high acuity" meaning they require low-barrier supportive housing options that are

outside of traditional market rent housing interventions being provided.

The ideal housing option for encampment residents is low-barrier supportive housing models.
Funders, policy makers, and the government need to prioritize and invest in this type of housing to
end homelessness in our community. This type of housing intervention will help people who
experience complex homelessness to maintain and be successful in their housing.

lnadequate policies and resources continue to conffibute to the housing crisis and increase in
encampments.

Emergency shelter can no longer be pushed on encampment residents when shelters are unable to
meet their complex needs. Shelter staff are under paid, under funded and under resourced, resulting
in a high turn over rate and staff burnout.

A main barrier to securing housing is due to income and poverty. Many encampment residents are on
social assistance. Social assistance rates are dismally [ow, so people are unable to afford market rent
housing in our community. For example, an Ontario Works recipient receives S7g3/month in total.
This demonstrates the financial hardships encampment residents are facing.

Most "complaints" from constituents is regarding urine and feces in public locations. This is not the
responsibility of people deprived of housing. The onus is on you. You have chosen to keep public
washrooms closed during a pandemic and you have refused to provide portable washrooms. People
are going to the washroom on the street because there is nowhere else to go. You strive to appease
affluent constituents, so providing washroom facilities would not only make your constituents happy,
more importantly it would give unhoused folks a dignified space to practice proper hygiene and follow
pandemic protocols

There 150 people in encampments at any given time. Shelters are full. Affordable permanent housing
does not exist.

1



You are wasting time and money fighting in court to dismantle encampments when you are fully
aware there is not enough indoor space for everyone and people have literally nowhere to go.

You could be using this time and energy to develop real solutions because if you don't people will die
outside this winter and these deaths will be due to your ongoing negligence.

The housing manager admitted there is no space for peopfe, so l'm not sure why you continue to say
you have safer humane options for people when you actually don't, and for your lawyer to say the
shelters are full "here and there" in court is quite unsettling. Your constituents deserve honesty about
the issue of encampments, so please stop spreading false information to community members who
are advocating for people deprived of housing. I have worked in the shelter system for 6 years and the
shelters are always at capacity and this has only been exacerbated by the pandemic.

lf ensuring the safety and well-being of ALL residents was indeed your top priority then you wouldn't
be battling in court against people deprived of housing, doctors, lawyers, and other advocates. Your
approach to encampments is inhumane.

I urge you to take a human rights-based approach to encampments. This approach is evidence-based
and evidence-informed, I urge you to treat residents of encampments with dignity and respect, and
meaningfully engage them in the decision-making process to relocate. lt is time for you to listen to the
experts and immediately stop dismantling encampments until you can provide real solutions -
pathways into affordable permanent supportive housing.

I want my submission included in the Oct 27th Council agenda.

fhank you,

Olivia Mancini
BA, BSW, MSW Candidate
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Written Submission re: Encampments

Fromr Taylor Chinn
Sent: Friday, October 22,2AZL 11.:16 AM
To: glsrk-@.h,qffilla{}.Ea; ! rjgff.hagrl-qq
Subiect: Written Submission re: Encampments

Good Morning,

I would like this submission to be included in the Oct. 27th council agenda.

"The houseless population (particularly those in encampments) are currently preparing for the looming reality that is
Canadian winter. Several of our local businesslproperty owners chose to speak out against encampments, expressing

concern towards exposure to bio-hazardous materials (ie. human waste and exposed and used needles) as well as

claiming fear of the individuals living in encampnnents.

The concerns regarding biohazards and safety are valld, hovrever the solution is not to further criminalize the houseless

population.

Several delegations expressed bitterness towards the 'lack of' policing in the encarnpments and one equated this as

essentially allowing people to get away with murder. Being homeless and being a murderer are two very different
things, and is a very complex social issue stemming from addictions, mental illness, and inequitable and unsupportive
social structures that have enabled this.

For concerns regarding biohazard, the city should consider a harm-reduction and person-centred approach to
encampments. By enforcing the policing we are not helping our unhoused neighbours, we are trying to help ourselves

feel more comfortable. Instead of dismantling encampments we should ensure that the residents have access to
appropriate resources and hygiene facilities. There are very few options for someone who is houseless to access hygiene
facilities. I urge us to shift our focus from the frustration of repeatedly finding biohazardous materials, to understanding
the lack of dignity we have continually forced upon people; often in shelters with little to no privacy and making
decisions between using their last few dollars to buy a coffee to use the bathroom somewhere or buying medication for
their health.

We know that homelessness stems from greater, more complex issues, like ableism, classism, racism, past experiences
of Trauma, and more. We need more supportive programming and systems to support the houseless people who reside
in encampments rather than criminalize them for finding a way to survlve, in a system that otherwise does not have
space for them. Shelters in Hamilton have been consistently over capacity for years, prior to the pandemic, and now in
the pandemic due to limited spacing for social distancing there have been even less. Which has led to some people

resorting to living in encampments.

People deserve dignity, respect, and safety regardless of whether we do or do not agree with their life choices or current
way of living. lf you push them out of encampment5 where do you want them to go? There are currently no optiont
particularly for those with high needs, so we are criminalizing individuals who require support rather than offering them
better alternatives. And we are doing this in an effort to keep ourselves more comfortable and have our businesses save

money.
It is disgraceful that we would consider putting the value of property and comfort of customers over a human's life, well-
being and dignity. We all need to think hard about sur values and reflect on when we decided that or.lr individual gain is

worth more than a person's life. "

Thank you kindlY, 
L

Taylor C. Chinn, BSW
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From: Ben Robinson
Sent: Friday, October 22,2O2LL'J,:22 AM
To: ctcrLS h![8,' ltqASA
Cc: Ha m ilton Encam pme nt Su pport N etwork <1elp"g.Ig5&-qa >

Subiect:

Dear City Clerk,

I would like this submission included in the Oct 27th Council agenda

Best,

Ben Robinson

Dear City Council et al.,

I am a lifelong Hamilton resident, a parent of a young child who frequently makes use of our city parks, and I have been
following the encampment hearings and the debate around encampments for some time now. I will keep this brief.

1. I reject the idea that the presence of unhoused people in our parks categorically makes parents and children feel
unsafe. My child and I are at Gage Park nearly every day and I have never had an issue with anyone living in the park. lf
anything, the uncomfortable part is having to explain to my child why we live in a community where people do not have
access to sufficient housing.

2, Despite the specific cases that were brought up in the hearings of individuals who have been offered spaces in
shelters and have refused the$e spaces, the fact stands that there are simply not enough shelter beds in our city for
everyone who is unhoused.

3. There has been much discussion about whether or not encampments are humane, particularly from people and
councillors who do not and likely never have slept rough. Dictating what is and is not humane to our unhoused
neighbours is patronizing at best. The more important question for us to be asking is why people are choosing not to
access the shelter system? Clearly there is something wrong with our current system if so many people are opting not to
access it.

I urge you to stop making life even more difficult for some of the most vulnerable members of our community

Sincerely,
Ben Robinson
Ward 3 Resident

L
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Hamilton Encampment Policy

From: AniChenier
Sent: Friday, October 22,202L 11:23 AM
To: de*-@ h q"m.i ltq;:.ss
Cc: j ryi$ Qb eiLEA ; F arr, Jason {B-{gg;[A1;@-bp-ry.i$9c." >

Subject Hamilton Encampment Policy

Hello,

I am a resident of Ward 2, in Hamilton.

I am writing today in response to the Encampment Enforcement discussions that have taken place in the Planning
Committee on October 19th. I hope to add my voice to those of others sharing their perspeetives on the matter.

First, I want to express some eoncern about the role played by Jason Farr, my ward's councilor, in organizing this session
and inviting select people to delegate. Although I have communicated with him directly about encampments in the past,
and have made it clear that I was an interested citizen willing to learn more and share thoughts about the crisis, I was not
informed of the opportumty to delegate on the i9th. Instead, it appears that Councilor Fam chose to preferentially contact
and invite people who had expressed negative opinions about the encampments and their residents. The Hamiltonians who
delegated on the 19th did so in good faith. Their experiences are valid, and deserve to be shared and heard. However, their
experiences and opinions may not be representative of the experiences and opinions of all community residents!

Secondly, I want to express my thoughts about the eocampmertt situation in Hamilton, and share my hopes for the City's
future policy directions with regards to it- As a homeowner, I am fortunate and grateful to heve access to seeure housing.
This is especially true now, at a time when the cost of housing has risen sharply, and when barriers to access have grown.
It is now aommon fbr prospective renters to be asked to provide infonnation, such as credit scores, that is both not directly
relevant to their application, and apt to disqualiff maay from accessing housirrg. The cost of rental housing has become
utterly decoupled from the astual incomes of Hamilton residents, in ways that are particularly dire for people living offof
social assishnt programs like ODSP and OW, or for the rnany people working in underpaid sectors. The honiffing reality
is that many people are flow unable to find any safe, decent housing, and that this prcblem wiltr only get worse in coming
years. We must deal with this crisis!

I am also fortunate and happy to live in a wonderful neighborhood, North End, in a great ctty. My house is situated a few
blocks from what used to be the Jamesville Social Housing blocks, and a few blocks from a site that has been occupied by
a multitentencampment since this sufirmer. I walk on Strachan Avenue, between James and Bay, daily. This walk takes
me directly between the encampment and the abandaned social housing. The contrast is jarri*g, and telling of our city's
priorities. As a human being and a residenl let roe tell you: the abandoned social housing is what scares and disfurbs mel
We have let housing sit empty while awaiting "redevelopment" that will put what was once public (City Housing owned)
land into private developers'hands, to create many market rate and luxury units without sufficieatly increasing the number
of affordable units. We have let neighbors be displaced frsm thefu community. What a loss! We have not invested in
building a diversity of housing options and supports. Any of us who falls ill or otherwise becomes unable to afford
housiag and other necs$sities of life faces what io essentiatrly social abandorment. That is terrifying.

The encampment at Strahan North is not a comfortable place. Facilities (including bathrooms and garbages) are lacking. If
people choose to live in tents, outside, in the hot and cold, year-round, ifs because that is the best option currently
available to them. Thafs telling, and again goes to show that we have a dearth of adequate, appropriate, human housing
options to offer people,

Encarnpments are not good or humane long-term solutions, hr anyo*e. But the only good way to get rid of encampments
is to ensure that the people currently residing there choose to leave fur otker options because those aptions are better for

I



them.Enca$pment residents are the people best suited to defini*g what their need$ are, and what solutions are acceptable,
or not. They can and should be allowed to define what solutions are aoceptable. If people feel safer in a tent than in;
shelter, and are not offered aoy more enticing option, then they should at least be able to stay in a tent. If we ean'!
collectivelyo as a City, house people, then the minimum we must do is not prevent people from housingthemselves!

Access to good housing is an absolute necessity for human health and wellbeing. I hope that we, as a City, will build more
social housing, and ftrvest in housing support programs, moving frrward.

Thank you for your time,

Slncerely,

Ani Chdnier
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Submission for October 27 Council Agenda

From: lee raback
Sent: Friday, October 22,TOZL 11:33 AM
To : sl-ci{e-h-ar rl}-qe.-qs
Cc: infr:@hesn.ea

Subject: Submission for October 27 CouncilAgenda

To the Hamilton City Clerk,

I respectfully request the below submission be included in the October 27 Council agenda. Thank you for your

attention to this matter.

Regards,
Lee Raback

I was appalled by what I saw, watching the Planning Committee delegations speak about encampment
enforcement on October 19. Appalled. l'm not sure if it was the glaring lack of diversity among the all-white,
comfortably housed delegates, and the harmful, classist and ableist opinions they shared. Or if it was knowing
that this obviously-slanted program of inhumane policy-making was being pushed by the same Councillors and
City officials that created the housing crisis to begin with. But, in any case, I was appalled.

10 years ago Hamilton was one of the most affordable places to live in Canada. Today it is one of the least
affordable places to live on the planet. Our Councillors and City officials have spent the last decade courting
speculation and hyper-development, while inflaming and ignoring the monstrous and historic housing
affordability issue they were creating. And here we are. i.00s of our neighbours on the street. And hundreds
more, bracing for evictions. No housing to offer. No solutions. No services. No plan to see them safely
through the winter. Just some high-paid lawyers arguing for encampment evictions, and more money for
Police.

My name is Lee Raback (or Lee Reed). t have lived in the downtown for over 30 years. As a local musician and
organizer, I can say I know 100's of Hamiltonians. And not a single one of thern would agree with the
delegates you hosted on October 19. Not one thing said that day would reflect the opinions, feelings or
positions of the Hamiltonians I know.

Winter is coming. We need solutions, not harassment. You can talk all you want about your legal obligations,
or lack thereof. But, morally? You owe it to our unhoused neighbours; and you owe it to the thsusands of
working class Hamiltonians struggling with their housing. Why? Because your policies and decisions created
this misery. For everyone across the city struggling to make ends meet, while you incentivize their rent
increases and displacement.. to the hundreds that are already unhoused, and bracing for winter on the streets
.. this is your mess. You owe this city and its people some solutions.

Stop ducking your responsbility. Do better.
Thank you for your time,
Lee Raback

Ward 2 Resident

1
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Response to City of Hamilton Planning Committee delegations on October 19th

From: sonali m

Sent: Friday, October 22,2A2111:43 AM
To:slerL@-hg.m j_llo_!-.qa

Cc:uIs@hgafr{a
Subiect: Response to City of Hamilton Planning Committee delegations on October 19th

Hi clerk,

Please include my submission in the October 27th Council agenda.

It is heartbreaking to read callous delegation statements by Hamilton residents and business owners
advocating for the removal and criminalization of encampments in Hamilton. Criminalizing poverty does not
solve poverty. The city of hamilton has failed encampment residents. Disappearing encampments does not
solve the housing and houslessness crisis. Every time I see or interact with encampment residents either near
my workplace or near my home, my belief that housing is a human right is strengthened. Safe, affordable and

accessible housing is a human right that is being denied to encampment residents. Evicting, harassing,

brutalizing and throwing out encampment residents belongings does absolutely nothing to provide safety or
secure housing for encampment residents. For many encampment residents, the shelter system is not a safe

or viable option. We know that shelters are rife with COVID, impose strict and often dehumanizing rules on
residents, and again, criminalize or ban those who use drugs or are deemed disruptive due to mental health.
Encampment residents don't sleep in tents because it's fun, they have absolutely no other choice. Evicting or
banning encampments brings residents farther away from safety and security, not closer.

Many of the Hamiltonians who have delegated are affluent, wealthy and white. They are interested in
protecting their private property and business interests and they are not invested in the well being of the
unhoused. Unhoused people are our neighbours. They deserve to be treated with the same dignity and
respect that officials treat business owners and homeowners. Criminalizing poverty, criminalizing mental
illness and criminalizing disability does absolutely nothing to address the barriers to housing that encampment
resldents are facirrg. Housing is a human right that must be afforded to all.

in solidarity,
Sonali Menezes, Harnilton Corktown resident, arts worker
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: A written delegation for October 27th Council Agenda * Encampment residents

From: Justin Aitcheson
Sent: Friday, October 22,202711:45 AM
To:
Cc:HamiltonEncampmentSupportNetwork(..'..',.>
Subject: A written delegation for October 27th Council Agenda - Encampment residents

Dear Mayor and City Council Members,

This is for inclusion in the October 27th Council Agenda as a written delegation

It has come to my attention that there were some serious comments against houseless folks at the October 19th

Planning Committee meeting. l'd like you to think about those for a moment. Many people were expressing their
displeasure about encarnpments and about smells and garbage and needles. Perhaps these are all issues, but if we take
a small moment to zoom out and do a very crucial thing, we look at everyone - those living houseless in encampments
and those complaining about those people - as people. No one persons life is more important than the other persons

life. lf we take a moment to pause on that one idea it should be plain as day how evil motions to further displace,
monitor, stigmatize and destabilize the group that is most vulnerable.

For those complaining, they've had enough of walking into their luxury condos and smelling a foul smell. They've had

enough waiting for furniture, they've had enough ice cream, and food, and rest, and binge watching Netflix. They've had

enough full nights rest without the worry that they'lt wake up and they'll have been robbed. They've had enough time to
think how much they just don't like that encampments are there that they want to delegate about it. For them, maybe
it's back to business as usual as we hopefully get over the crest of a global pandemic and they expect everyone to just
continue on just like they've had to do in their rough lives.

For those in encampments, they haven't had enough of much at all. Food, sleep, water, bathrooms, security, let alone all
the luxuries mentioned above on the side of those complaining. People in encampments have endured people lighting
their tents on fire, being woken up by having fireworks shot at their tents, being talked too like people that just
shouldn't exist, having to move 24 times in a year, having their stuff thrown in garbage trucks with or without being
present to rescue priceless and sentimental items. People in encampments can't just go away, they can't just hide under
a rock, they can't just be somewhere they can't be seen. That would please those people that are complaining l'm sure
but it doesn't zero to help their real struggles. Houseless people aren't in the position to just be okay, to just go back in
hiding in a shelter. They've had a harder year than all of the rest of us, so why now would we choose to kick them when
they're down.

I feel like I can illustrate this with an analogy, Think of a tug of war game. There's a big pool of water in the middle. On
one side, they are about to fall into the water, or maybe their feet are in the water already. They're just trying to pull
hard enough to get out of the water. On the other side, they are far away from the water, they have tons of space but
they are absolutely terrified that their feet might get wet. They are acting as though their feet are already in the water
too so they keep pulling as hard as they can. The encampment residents are clearly already in the water.

lf we're collecting all the data about incidents at encampments. I'd like to propose we compile some more. I'd like to see
the futl cost of city workers removing encampments, how many people have been displaced, how the mental health of
those in encampments have been effected by having their belongings thrown in the garbage and having nothing again.
I'd love to see the environmental impact of how many fully working tents have been destroyed.

1



I urge you to look deep inside and see if your heart still beats or if it's cold and stil[. I urge you to see that trying rid the
city of houseless folks in whatever way possible is evil. I urge you to spend every dollar and every thought that you have

of moving, or making things harder for houseless people to be put towards making a positive difference in their lives. So

far, I've only heard about ultimatums and 10 day stays in places where they have to leave behind people or pets or
things they can't do without. What good does a 10 day stay do for a pandemic that's 2 years long? Please tell me.

lf you don't evil in making things more difficult for this group of people or drag them further into the water - especially
as winter is approaching - then I have no faith in you to have council over this city. You only seek money, success, and to
be higher than the last person you stepped on the back of. I'm terribly disappointed at how encampment relations have
been dea[t with here and I hope there is more heart and remorse as winter comes so we don't lose more people.

Hoping you make choices that look out for all people, not just the wealthy,

Justin Aitcheson
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Subject: Response to Oct 19 Meetlng

From: Miles Oreskovic
Sent: Friday, October 22,ZAZL 11;47 AM
To: qJe$_@hqmiLE)n.cA

Cc; H a m ilton Enca mpme nt Su p port N etwork <ifdEffi-hgl'.tgg.>
Subject: Response to Oct 19 Meeting

Hithere. I'd like the following to be included in the oct 27th council agenda.

After listening to the delegates who spoke on October L9th, I'm concerned people may not understand what they're
advocating for' Many delegates stated they believe encampment residents need support, however most made it clear
they wish to see the City clear encampments.

On September 22nd of this year, CBC News reported that the City confirmed it had interacted with more than
477 encampment residents between January 2020 and July 2021. Of those, only 73 were housed even though
most of the 477 had accessed shelters at some tirne. If accurate, this information shows us that the City's
current approach is not sufficient and seldamly leads to housing. It seems to me that with the City's
involvement, encampment residents either accept shelter and later likely wind up back on the street without
the little shelter and security afforded by a tent, or they refuse shelter and remain on the street without the
little shelter and security afforded by a tent after an encampment is cleared.

Won't encampment residents be at a greater disadvantage and likely be in greater distress without a tent?
Won't greater distress make petty theft and public drug use more likely? Constantly moving the houseless
along only makes houselessness disappear if these people die in the street. lt feels to me like you're ultimately
either advocating for permanent housing and supports or increased difficulty and harm likely leading to death
as winter approaches.

Do long line ups outside the Hub not indicate the need for needle exchangel food, and related supports?
Perhaps we need rfiore of them" tf we don't have needle exchanges wilt we not see more needles in the
street? lf these supports are not offered at the Hub, e people frequenting this neighborhood will simply
move elsewhere in the city, not solving the issues or the needs of these people but allowing the
housed residents of that neighborhood the luxury of witnessing addiction and houselessness. The safety
and comfort of all community members is but the people seeking these supports lack regular and
secure access to food, housing, and safe resources.

When people advocate for by-law enforcement in t context and it results in encampment residents
remaining unhoused, are they not simply asking for ese "unsavoury and dangerous individuals,'to become
someone else's problem? ls this a solution? lt does not sound to me like the Hub is the source of the issues
described. lt sounds like hunger and houselessness may often be the source of petty theft and addiction.

Eeing houseless is more painful than we likely appreciate and if I were in a similar situation I can,t say I wouldn't turn to
drugs. I can say I'd steal t0 eat.

Thank you for your time.

1

-Miles, Hamilton resident
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Delegation for October 27th Council Meeting

From: Eshan Merali
Sent: Friday, October 22,2A2111:51 AM
ro: ej_e.LL,@ h a ryt rilql1.tr
Cc: Ha m i lton E nca m pme nt Su pport Network <11:jqgl-ff n,,[q >

Subject: Delegation for October 27th Council Meeting

Hello,

The following is a submission to be included in the October 27th Council Meeting on encarnpment enforcement
discussions-

My name is Eshan Merali, I am a proud Hamilton resident living in Ward 3. For the past few months, I have been
witnessing the growing number of encampments throughout Hamilton and have grown concerned for its residents. I see
their constant displacement of having to relocate from one park to the next due to the lack of supports and available
affordable housing. I see the criminalization of poverty where our own community members are not given the respect to
live their own lives. I see thern in constant danger of being harassed by city and police workers, and sometimes their
own neighbours. With Winter fast approaching, actions need to be taken that are not rooted in criminalizing and
displacing encamprfient residents but in providing them with access to support and housing. We cannot prioritize the
needs of private properties over the needs of our own community members. I call for an end to encampment evictions
and for council and community rnembers to start listening to our houseless community members and respect their
autonomy.

Best,

Eshan

1
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Subject: Hamilton Encampments; please include my submission in the Oct27 Councilagenda

From: Marnie Saskin
Sent: Friday, October ?,2, 2A21 11:51 AM
To: sl er[.,@]acri1!qn,qa
Cc: i :': i* {i:}165 ;1. 63

Subject Re: Hamilton Encampments; please include my submission in the Act77 Council agenda

Dear Hamilton City Council,

As a white, able-bodied, property-owning resident of Hamilton - all those privileged markers which some councillors
seem to treat as more important than others - I would like to show my support for my unhoused neighbours.

I have been lucky enough in my life to never have been told "you can't live here". My husband, and some of my housed
neighbours who have been survivors of war or genocide, unfortunately have not been as fortunate. But their pain is not
more worthy of support than those of our neighbours currently living in parks.

t fully support allocating resources from the city budget to support those who live in encampments

A forward thinking city which supports all its citizens would already have winterized public washrooms and potable
water in the majority of its parks (see City of Torcnto). ln that respect Hamilton is a bit of an embarrassment already. All
of us who enjoy Hamilton's outdoor beauty need access te washrooms and drinking water, something which any family
with small children can tell you is hard to find here.

Evictions of encampment residents is a stain on our civic duty.

Would it not be more engaging more respectful, and show better urban planning and good governance to invest in
flexible outdoor spaces which meet more of our needs as Hamiltonians, inclusive of encampment residents? {And also
increase mid-size urban density housing with walkable access to city amenities? And access to mental health support?
And safe injection sites? But that's another letter..
or two, I suppose.)

Please do not criminalise people's homes

Respectfully,

Marnie Saskin

1
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Submission for the Council agenda on October 27th

From: Sydney Szijarto
Senu Friday, October 22,2A2L 12:01PM
To: cLelk@liamr&guqa
Cc: ififo@rh*sn.€a.

Subiect: Submission for the Council agenda on October 27th

To Whom it May Concern,

I would like this statement to be included in the October 27th Counci[ agenda with respect to encampment
enforcement.

Prioritizing the properEy values of housed individuals over the rights of unhoused individuals to use public
spaces is appalling. Recognizing the lack of proper infrastructure {supports for unhoused people which pays attention to
their freedoms, security, and dignity), it is thoughtless and harmful to force unhoused people toward them and
disregard their valid concerns. The delegates who spoke on behalf of encampment evictions focused on their own,
secondary needs above the primary needs of their neighbours. These delegates will not be facing a winter without a

house and are in no position to make decisions fcr those who will be. Unhoused individuals rarely have access to
delegation proceedings which aflect their wellbeing, leading to their opinions and interests being put aside in favour of
those who oppose them {and are in the econornic and social position to do so}.

Thank you for your time,
Sydney

1
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: FW: Support for Encampment Residents

Frorn: Emily Kulpaka

Sent: Friday, October 22,7A21- 11:59 AM
To: clerk@harnitto*.cE
Cc: Hamilton Encampment Support Network <Ffg@.hggn.ca>
Subject: Support for Encampment Residents

Hello Clerk,and councillors,

It is my understanding that there is a meeting on October 27th regarding encampments yet again, and that it's
important that the community provides their input regarding unhoused neighbours. Please ensure this is included

I have the extreme privilege of being both a property owner, and a business owner. I have space in two wards, and have
worked to get to know the comrnunity in both.

ln both spaces, I have had my fair share of frustration and joy with housed neighbours, and unhoused neighbours alike,
as it gees with humans!

However, I have had many more opportunities to get to know our cur unhoused neighbours, who swing by for snacks or
drinks, and in return, assist me with gardening, tidying, or just conversation.

Sure we have had instances where mental illness has caused an escalation, but as a housed individual, wlth access to
technology, I can learn about different strategies, and work to create a safer space for both sides.

Sure we've had difficulties with harm reduction paraphernalia, but Hamilton provides needle disposal bins and naloxone,
and it took some zip ties and duct tape, and we have a great system where People who use drugs and dispose of their
supplies, and it means one more trip to shoppers drug mart for me. No big deal.

Sure we've had instances of graffiti or propertl, damage, but there's no evidence that this is coming at any higher rates
from unhoused individuals than our housed neighbours, and our neighbours from both situations have afways helped us
dealwith it.

The reality is, we do not have enough housing, and housing for folks with mental illness and who are drug users is
consistently isolating at best, and dangerous in most cases. Encampments are not the solution, we all know that, but
they are much safer than shelters, lodging homes, or city housing (a few weeks ago I spend a solid amount of time
cleaning, and disinfecting rat bites on a woman living in city housing for example)

I'm asking you to stop wasting time and resources debating the validity of encampments, and start doing education and
harm reduction actions.

Spend time teaching community members how to be better, more inclusive, community members. Run seminars on
ways to assitt folks in mental health crises. Teach basic first aid for free. Run seminars on conscious and unconcious bias
Demystify drug use by discussing the different uses in town, and the procedure if someone does get jabbed by a needle
or finds a pipe.

I



Educate community members about their role, and their strength to assist dthers while staying safe themselves- And

then let our unhoused neighbours stay in their encampments, where they have support systems, until proper, safe,

buglpest free housing can be provided.

Stop thinking that this is an "us vs them" situation, and start looking at ways we can all be community together, and we
will all head towards a safer winter, where we can put our energy and resources to things other than constantly
replacing the hundreds of dollars of donations city crews keep dumpstering when encampments are moved/torn down

Sincerely,
Emily Kulpaka
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Encampments - Oct 27th Council agenda.

From: Matthew Higginson
Sent: Friday, October 22,2A2L 12:00 PM

To: i:;":i.di.:.ir:jiir,ir,ijl; Hamilton Encampment Support Network <lj_C: ":_:*i:,:t>; Natalie; Michelle Tom; Nancy Hurst;
Office of Ward 3 City Councillor Nrinder Nann <,.^.,'*i-r i rlri:i"::itl,1,:rA>
Subject: Encampments - Oct 27th Council agenda.

Hithere,

I am writing because I would like this letter included in the Oct 27th Council agenda.

I am a constituent of Ward 3, a community member, and a father. l'm writing to you as our neighbours, our elected
representatives, and for some of you, as fellow parents. You will be voting in the coming days on a matter that has
implications on our neighbours, our fellow constituents - however marginalized - someone else's children.

This is not a form letter, though if it was, it should have no less weight when coming from someone who elected you to
office"

Last winter, ljoined a coalition of amazingly compassionate folks who were organizing to ensure folks who
have been marginalized have access to warm clothes, food, water - basic necessities and human rights.
People died last winter, and more will die this winter. Criminalizing encampments is far from material support.

Mayor, as I pointed out in my last correspondence, you said that "the pandemic has underscored the increasing need for
access to safe, humane, and affordable housing." I pointed out that removing homes that people currently live in before
we can deliver on the promise of future housing is very troubling - and I would still very much appreciate a reply
explaining how you are able to rectify these two positions.

As pointed out by the Hamilton Encampment Support Network, we have somewhere around X.L,350 homes vacant
across the city. The thousands of signs up for the Stop Sprawl campaign highlight a broad consensus that there are many
more vacant lots that could be transformed into middle derrsity housing, connecting the issues of our climate emergency
with the current housing crisis.

As noted by the Hamilton Encampment Support Network (HESN), "[e]ncampment evictions have been and continue to
be dehumanizing, insidious displays of violence in a sustained municipal war on Black, Indigenous, racialized, disabled,
poor, and unhoused communities, both in so-called Hamilton as well as across Turtle lsland."

I am asking you to recognize these along with the previous Planning Committee delegations that took place with
respect to Encampment Enforcement discussions. We have to recognize that housing is a human right and
strive to provide it for all - not chase folks out of sight. We have the funds if you are able to show the courage
to lead and not give in to craven politics, orthe loud voices of those with the rnost privilege among us. Theie
are not the lessons I want to teach my children.

We can and must do better.

We must listen to the people who will be directly affected - listen to the voices of the people this policy seeks to
remove.

1

Where will they go?



Do they feel safe?

ls this a hurnane approach?

And what is affordable, actually?

"We used to fight homelessness, when did we start fighting the houseless?"

Thank you

Matthew Jaraes Wiiliarn l-iigginseru
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October 22,zezl

To Hamilton CiV Council,

I am writing this letter to express concern over testimonials presented at the planning
Committee delegations on October r9th, regarding the evictions of encampment residents,
and brought forward by Councilor Jason Farr. The testimonials presented were extremely
one-sided, presenting the views of property-owning residents and leaving out the voices of
the unhoused. What purpose could such a biased discussion have, other than to push the
narrative that the city needs to evict encampment residents? The city claims that it is doing
everything in its power to move people into shelters, but our unhoused neighbours have
repeatedly provided us with a list of reasons why the shelter system is inadequate to meet
their needs. This list contains items like 'I feel unsafe', 'I dont want to lose my stuff, and 'I
don'twanttc abandon mypet'. ?hese all seem prettyreasonable to me. Furthermore, f know
that advocacy groups such as the Hamilton Encampment Support Network havebrought
these concerns to city councii repeatedly. I myself have written several letters! When
Councillor Farr disregards these corcerns and instead repeats the lie that shelters represent
a 'safer alternative to encampments', what are we supposed to think? It seems to me that
there are two possibilities: either councillor Farr believes &at he knows what's best for our
unhoused neighbours better than they do, or he wants to sweep these concerns under the rug
in order to appease his more affluent constifuents. In either case, I am vl'riting as a resident
of ward z to indieate that this is not acceptable to me. Housed Hamiltonians who are
distressed at the sight of encamprnents should all demand that the city find real alternatives.
These alternatives must be those that unhoused people choose for themselves over
eneampments. The eity must stop forcibly removing people who have nowhere else to go.
Wasting time and effort bringing a group of property-owning, white residents in to
dehumanize our neighbours, and mislead us about what is being done to help them, is not a
solution. Thankyou foryour time.

Sarah Dawson
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Dear Mayor and Councillors,

I'm a resident of Ward 3 and a stay-at-home mom. I spend every day in my neighbourhood
walking my child to school, visiting the library with my toddler, and playing in local parks. Seeing
more and more structures in those parks upset me, but it wasn't because I was worried about
safety or noise or about the park being an unfit place for my children to play. I could plainly see
how much people were suffering and how dire the housing crisis was becoming and was keenly
aware of how people like me - middle class folks who've moved here from other cities - are
participating in the gentrification that is displacing so many.

Listening to the delegates on October 19th, most of whom appeared to be white and well off,
revealed how much Council continues to allow whiteness, wealth, and classism to take a front
seat. There was more concern about new patio furniture than people being treated with the care
and support they need - support we would need if we ever found ourselves houseless. lf we
stop fooling ourselves, we might see that many of us could be in the same position. I suffer from
chronic depression and have had seasons of not being able to generate income or practice self-
care due to my mental health. The thing that's kept me housed and relatively well is the privilege
of having financial support and care provided by my family and partner. lt's not my own
determination, it's not that I pulled myself up by my bootstraps, it's not that I made particularly
good decisions. lt's that I was white, passed as straight, was well-resourced, and had
connections to well-resourced people who could hotd me through those times, help me with
rent, set me up with the therapy I needed, and assist me in navigating the healthcare system.

l'll end by saying that Hamilton is a place where we hope to stay, not because of the restaurants
on James North or the pristine new parks, but because of the people, some of whom are
houseless, some of whom have been priced out of the neighbourhood. I ask you, Council, to
please use your imaginations and hearts when considering the future of this city and aflow that
to influence the policies you put in place. This city could be a place that puts belonging and
wellness in the front seat, a place where the survival of all is prioritized over the comfort of a
few.

Sincerely,

Joanna Aitcheson (she/her)
Ward 3 Resident
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Janet

Subiect: EncamPment

From: Lisa Bedell

Sent: Tuesday, October L9,?:AZL 1.0:19 AM

To: M unici pa I Law Enforcement <mle @ hamilton'ca>

Cc: Office of the Mayor <Officeofthe'Mayor@harnilton'ca>

Subject: EncamPment

I am writing with concern of the bylaw violation of an encampment set up once again in Jack c Beemer Park

on the corner of Victoria and King William'

I am a resident of the area and do not particularly have a problem with the encampment being placed in its

current location rather the behaviour that occurs and the safety concerns that exist because of this

encampment. lfeelthat others would likely share this opinion if it weren't for similar concerns'

My family, consisting of 7 children, resides around the corner from this location and can no longer feel safe

utilizing, what should b*,, child-oriented space at the playground. twork in mentalhealth and corrections

with a full understanding of the challenges and barriers presented daily in finding suitable housing for these

individuals. However, my empathy has come to a halt as a result of the behaviours witnessed, by myself and

my children. we have on multiple occasions walked home from the playground to use the washroom instead

of making use of park facilities. Every time we have entered these washrooms there is someone locked in the

changing stall injecting themselves with drugs or someone standing in the washroom under the irrfluence' we

have left the park on multiple other occasions due to individuals from the encampment under the influence

yelling at us, poles, trees, or one another. we have witnessed multiple police encounters at the park as a

result of verbal altercations. I make my children keep their shoes on in the splash pad for fear of them

stepping on a needle or other dangerous items.

There are often warming stations throughout cold winter nights for these individuals when temperatures

reach a certain low make this sustainable, utilize church basements, COmmunity centers, emptY schoOls,

security personnel, volunteers, soup vans tCI provide the basic needs tO get people out of parks and to a

temporary situation untilfurther plans can be in place.

I pay high rent prices in a double incorne house hold to live around the corner from a park that is unusable and

unsafe while my vehicle gets broken in to on a regular basis and my back window frame now bent with the

screen torn from sorneone trying to break into my home tCI access the belongings that I work extremely hard

for. This is simply not okay and we need a higher police presence on side roads and through alleyways. Police

are often seen on Wilson Street or Cannon but never the roads in between to make the commur'rity feel safer.

I feel for these people who are struggling daily, I really do but my children deserve to feel safe in their home
and deserve to play at a safe park.

1

Lisa Bedell
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Pilon, Janet

Subiect:

Hi Paulena,

End EncamPment Evictions

From: DaYa Williams

Sent: Wednesday, October ZA,?:OZL 11:35 AM

To:officeoftheMayor<officeofthe.Mayor@hamilton.ca>
Subiect: Re: End Encampment Evictions

whire r can appreciate that the city is offering temporary Suppcr-ts and services to sqme of the unhoused folks in

Hamilton, using police enforcement to destroy what Iittle possessions people have in order to force folks into two-day

stays at the sandman or the overflowing sherters is more dehumanizing than sleeping in a park' Right now' as a full-time

employed person, it is impossible for me to find an affordable home in this city. what permanent and sustainable

supports are being provided for those who have less, in this stage of Hamilton's opioid crisis, and housing crisis' and

climate crisis, and fourth-wave of the COVID-19 pandemic?

Please advise,
Daya

onTue,oct19'20ZLat1:25PMofficeoftheMayor>wrote;

Good afternoon DaYa,

Thank you for your emait and expressing your views on this important matter.

The City of Harnilton is committed to meeting the needs of unsheltered and unhoused residents

through continuity of service while supporting long-term housing stability for vulnerable residents.
parks need to remain a safe ptace where all residents can enjoy and access outdoor spaces and

amenities. We have safer, more human options than sleeping rough and we remain committed to

offering supports and alternatives to those |iving in encampments.

Ensuring the safety and wellbeing of all residents remains a top priority for Hamilton City Council and

Staff. The City of Hamilton remains committed to taking an individualized approach to housing by
connecting those experiencing homelessness with available community resources and support
programs.

Your feedback to the safety and wellbeing of our community does not go unnoticed and has been
shared with Office Staff for awareness.

Kind regards,

Paulena Yousif

Genstifu en*y Assistar"lt
Gffice ct the Mayor
Cig of l{annihon

{sssi s64?CI0
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From: Daya Williams

Sent: Octobe r 7, 2021 1:28 PM

To: office of the Mayor <Qfficeq&he.|4,qv r-@t1a j >

Subiect: End EncamPment Evictions

Dear Mayor Fred Eisenberger,

I am a concerned citizen, residing utI

My name is Daya, and I live in Hamilton. I am emailing you to stop the dismantling of encampments at JC Beemer Park,

Beasley park, the clairmont Access park, Durand park and other parks across the city while there continue to be no

options for permanent housing. As the weather gets colder, people are trying to prepare thernselves for the cold

season, and it is impossible to do that if they rontinu* to be displaced. The funds the city of Hamilton has used to

remove rny unhoused neighbours and their belongings through violent policing and policy are better used to provide

pecple perrnanent houslng.

As a constituent, my family and I demand that you and city councll stop removing people from parks rrrrith community

funds. Hamilton police and Municipal Law Enforcement continuously harass encarnpment residents and throw away

their belongings. We, the constituents, will not tolerate this violent response to the ongoing housing crisis'

We demand an end to these evictions untilyou can provide people with permanent free housing.

Sincerely,
Daya Williams
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Pilon, Janet

Subject: Affordable housing

From: Steve Jackson

Sent: Friday, October 15,2021- 11:40 PM

To: Office of the Mayor <Officeofthe.Mayor@hamilton.ca>
Subject: FW: Affordable housing

Thank you for your reply to my concerns. lt's frustrating to see this drag on so long and that's what upsets me as I see

record numbers in tents all over the city. lt only takes one night for someone to die in minus temperatures while these
places sit idle for years we have to get past the red tape and act now to get people housed

----- Fonrvarded message ---
From: "Office of the Mayor" <Officeofthe.Mavor@h ,
To: "Steve Jackson"
Cc:
Sent: Fri.,15 Oct. 2021 at 3:23 p.m.
Subject: RE: [Resident email] FW: Affordable housing

Good afternoon Steve,

Further to our correspondence, I have received the following update from the City's Planning division
regarding the housing complex in question:

The Planning Division is processing an Official Plan Amendment application and Zoning By-law Amendment application to
permit a 450 unit residential development consisting of 14 three to four storey multiple dwellings (stacked townhouses)
and two seven storey multiple dwellings. A minimum 284 parking spaces are proposed, including 29 visitor parking spaces
for the lands located at 405 James Street North. A public notice was sent to property owners within 120 metres (see
attached) on August 3,ZOZT. The applications are still under review and will require a staff report to be presented to
Planning Committee for a decision on the proposed development.

Mark Kehler is the lead planner on the file and is available should the constituent have any additional questions. Mark is
available at 905-546-2424 exl.4148 or by email at Mark.Kehler@hamilton.ca.

ln respect to the encampments identified, I can confirm I have forwarded your correspondence to the
City's outreach program who engage with individuals experiencing homelessness.

ln trusting that this information is helpful, we appreciate your correspondence surrounding this
important matter.

Kind regards,

Paulena Yousif
Constituer:cy,Assistant
Office of the Mayor
City of i-iamiiton

{sCI5} 54C-42*0
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From: Steve Jackson
Sent: October 7, 2A21 2:S4 pM
To: Office of the Mayor >
Suhject: RE: Affordable housing

I can't find the complex address hut the housing complex I am referring to is an entire city block James St North,
Strachan st west, McNab st north and Ferrie st west. That whole entire townhome complex with was rny understanding
Hamilton housing geared to income. lt's been sitting a long time with nothing done. Alt hoarded up. As for people living
in tents they're spread all over the city. An old man lives under the underpass at upper wentworth and the Link. people
loving in tents at Carter Park off Young St
And people in tents at Bay st N and strachan st west on the corner.

On Thu., 7 Oct. 2021 at I 1:48 a.m., Office of the Mayor

<Offi ceofthe.Mayor@hami l@) wrote :

Good morning Steve,

Thank you for emailing the Office of Mayor Eisenberger concerning encampments and affordable
housing.

The Ci$ of Hamilton is committed to meeting the needs of unsheltered and unhoused residents
llrquUh continuity of service while supporting long-term housing stability for vulnerabte residents.
Parks need to remain a safe place where all residents can enjoy and access outdoor spaces and
amenities- We have safer, more human options than sleeping rough and we remain committed to
offering supports and altematives to those living in encarnpments.-

To assist further with your correspondence, is there a specific location of tent encampments that you
are refering to? Additio,nally, if you provide an address for the boarded up townhomes on James St Nour Building division will be able to establish any submission of permit applications.

Ensuring the safety and wellbeing of all residents remains a top priority fsr Hamilton Crty Council andStaff' The City of Hamilton remains committed to taking an individualized approach to htusing byconnecting those experiencing homelessnes$ with available communi\r resources and supportprograms.

Kind regards,

Paulena Yousif
Constitr.;ency .Assistant
CSice *f the tidayor
City *f l-tarnilton

{9*5i 546-4.?*A
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From: Steve Jackson

Sent: October 4,?;AZL 12:17 FM
To:Spadafora,Gemma<Qeiru:A"Spadafara@hqrojlt >
Subject: Affordable housing
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we have pecpre riving in tents a*.ove::T:ir, and a 10+ year wait tist for housing' we have dozens of towrthouses in

James st north sittingabandoned and boarded up 'ng dane" All of You are so fortunate to have homes Yet

why??? This is a crisis and it makes *" "-Jr;ing 
nothing being dane" All of you art

the poor are suffering

3



4,\t (*^q
Janet

Homeless in Public spaces

From: Michelle Wood

ffi, il;caY, octoue t 7 
'aal:-z,oo fl

To: office of the rvr"vo''t6*iceofthe'Maycr@hamilton'ca>

SuUiectt Homeless in pubtic spaces

Subject:

Good Afternoon

Thank you

fT]:f]*T:l;j:T',S"*#iff::fflTiffilJ:lJ,"':iHhpmentswourdbe 
removed rrom pubric parks and

the one at woodrands park on Barton s, r,., "ri 
Leen it rooks rike a garbage dump.over there !

There is furniture sitting eut in the rain grrirg* even/where **ain iii, fruitrating being a home owner here ' There are

constantry porice ouu, th"r" for issues .na tr,rr" even was a fire over there 2 weeks 
'go 

ont of the tent burned up'

This is not fair to us tax payers. why did the mayor say they wourd be removed and nothing has been done!

r arso see a huge garbage mess on york blvd travelringeast in between Pearl st and Ray 5t that nothing has ever ken

done with either i havJcalled about it twice and the garbage is stillthere '

This makes the city rook rike a garbage dump . I did notice a tent at Dundurn castre that was there weeks ago but that

person has been moved along so why not all parks? 
, .-.- 6 -^^-+L- ^^.., ,.,r,an rtn trra r< tny navi 

\

we have been dealing with the encampment at woodlands Park for 8 months now when do we as tax paying citizens 
"

get a break and not have to deal with the issues that come along with the encampments' 
,,i
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Pilon, Janet
*,U(nnnn)

Subject: FW: CiTY..

From: Don Vautour
Sent Monday, October 1\,202110:25 PM

To: Office of the Mayor <Officeofthe. Mayor@ hami lton.ca>
Subject: CITY..

Mr.Mayor - Your Honourable ....

We have had discussions on better topics over the years such as business and everyday living. But in recent
weeks I'm finding Hamilton really starting to look and feel like a third world country (City) - Homeless people
everywhere - spreading garbage all over the parks and streets, standing on street corners with signs
panhandling. Seriously Fred, it's getting out of control. - I own and operate a chain of retail stores that
continuously are getting pissed on - needles all over the grounds. I have community members including kids 7
- 8 & 11 with their family picking up needles so they can walk the dog !l!

Who really cares about LRT at this Point - Watk the streets or ask the local Police departments what's going on
but it's gotta come to an end - I had Three {3} close friends move from Hamilton in the last 2 weeks because of
this situation and l'm also thinking of leaving this City after 60 Years.

What kind of business or future corporations want to move in this environment?

Sorry to give you the information, But enough is enough - lm reading the same complaints on many sites - with
reference of sending emails to the City of Hamilton - {Council Meeting}

PLEASE find a law - and enforce it to the limit ll

1



4rr Gq
Pilon, Janet

tt t tl I

Subject: "*UPDATE: URGENT: Rebecca John Park

From: PaulVicari
Sent: Tuesday, October 12,242L4:32 PM

To: City lnformation <info@hamilton.ca>; Office of the City Manager <CityManager@hamilton.ca>; Office of the Mayor

<Offlceofthe.Mayor@hamilton.ca>; Public Health Services <publichealth@hamilton.ca>; Hamilton@cbc.ca;

i nfo@ hamiltonpolice.on.ca; Farr, Jason <Jason. Farr@ hamilton.ca>

Subject **UPDATE: URGENT: Rebeccaiohn Park

See attached image. Action is required ASAP or we're contacting the police daily

1
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On Mon, Oct 4, 2021 at 7:1.5 PM Paul V > wrote:

+ Hamilton Police

3



On Mon, Oct 4, ?O21at"7:01 PM Paul V > wrote:

pleaee do something about this immediately! Our neighborhood can't handle this anymore

ffi
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